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NOTIFICATION
New Delhi, the12th September, 2016
AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATIONS, 2016
(No. 3 of 2016)
No. 13012/64/2016/Legal/UIDAI (No. 3 of 2016).—In exercise of the powers conferred
by sub-section (1), and sub-clauses (f) and (w) of sub-section (2) of Section 54 of the Aadhaar
(Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act 2016, the
Unique Identification Authority of India hereby makes the following regulations, namely:—
CHAPTER I
PRELIMINARY
1. Short title and commencement.
(1) These regulations may be called the Aadhaar (Authentication) Regulations, 2016.
(2) These regulations shall come into force on the date of their publication in the Official
Gazette.
2. Definitions.-(1) In these regulations, unless the context otherwise requires,—
(a) “Act” means the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other Subsidies,
Benefits and Services) Act 2016;
(b) “Aadhaar number holder” means an individual who has been issued an Aadhaar
number under the Act;
(c) “Authentication” means the process by which the Aadhaar number along with
demographic information or biometric information of an individual is submitted to
the Central Identities Data Repository for its verification and such Repository
verifies the correctness, or the lack thereof, on the basis of information available
with it;
(d) “Authentication facility” means the facility provided by the Authority for
verifying the identity information of an Aadhaar number holder through the process
of authentication, by providing a Yes/ No response or e-KYC data, as applicable;
(e) “Authentication record” means the record of the time of authentication and identity
of the requesting entity and the response provided by the Authority thereto;
(f) “Authentication Service Agency” or “ASA” shall mean an entity providing
necessary infrastructure for ensuring secure network connectivity and related
services for enabling a requesting entity to perform authentication using the
authentication facility provided by the Authority;
AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATION, 2016
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(g) “Authentication User Agency” or “AUA” means a requesting entity that uses the
Yes/ No authentication facility provided by the Authority;
(h) “Authority” means the Unique Identification Authority of India established under
sub-section (1) of section 11 of the Act;
(i) “Central Identities Data Repository” or “CIDR” means a centralised database in
one or more locations containing all Aadhaar numbers issued to Aadhaar number
holders along with the corresponding demographic information and biometric
information of such individuals and other information related thereto;
(j) “e-KYC authentication facility” means a type of authentication facility in which
the biometric information and/or OTP and Aadhaar number securely submitted with
the consent of the Aadhaar number holder through a requesting entity, is matched
against the data available in the CIDR, and the Authority returns a digitally signed
response containing e-KYC data along with other technical details related to the
authentication transaction;
(k) “e-KYC data” means demographic information and photograph of an Aadhaar
number holder;
(l) “e-KYC User Agency” or “KUA” shall mean a requesting entity which, in
addition to being an AUA, uses e-KYC authentication facility provided by the
Authority;
(m) “License Key” is the key generated by a requesting entity as per the process laid
down by the Authority
(n) “PID Block” means the Personal Identity Data element which includes necessary
demographic and/or biometric and/or OTP collected from the Aadhaar number
holder during authentication.
(o) “Requesting entity” means an agency or person that submits the Aadhaar number,
and demographic information or biometric information, of an individual to the
Central Identities Data Repository for authentication; and
(p) “Yes/No authentication facility” means a type of authentication facility in which
the identity information and Aadhaar number securely submitted with the consent
of the Aadhaar number holder through a requesting entity, is then matched against
the data available in the CIDR, and the Authority responds with a digitally signed
response containing “Yes” or “No”, along with other technical details related to the
authentication transaction, but no identity information.
(2) Words and expressions used and not defined in these regulations shall have the meaning
assigned thereto under the Actor under the rules or regulations made there under or under
the Information Technology Act, 2000.
AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATION, 2016
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CHAPTER II
AADHAAR AUTHENTICATION FRAMEWORK
3. Types of Authentication.—
There shall be two types of authentication facilities provided by the Authority,
namely—
(i)

Yes/No authentication facility, which may be carried out using any of the
modes specified in regulation 4(2); and

(ii)

e-KYC authentication facility, which may be carried out only using OTP and/ or
biometric authentication modes as specified in regulation 4(2).

4. Modes of Authentication. —
(1) An authentication request shall be entertained by the Authority only upon a request sent
by a requesting entity electronically in accordance with these regulations and
conforming to the specifications laid down by the Authority.
(2) Authentication may be carried out through the following modes:
(a) Demographic authentication: The Aadhaar number and demographic information of
the Aadhaar number holder obtained from the Aadhaar number holder is matched
with the demographic information of the Aadhaar number holder in the CIDR.
(b) One-time pin based authentication: A One Time Pin (OTP), with limited time
validity, is sent to the mobile number and/ or e-mail address of the Aadhaar number
holder registered with the Authority, or generated by other appropriate means. The
Aadhaar number holder shall provide this OTP along with his Aadhaar number during
authentication and the same shall be matched with the OTP generated by the
Authority.
(c) Biometric-based authentication: The Aadhaar number and biometric information
submitted by an Aadhaar number holder are matched with the biometric information
of the said Aadhaar number holder stored in the CIDR. This may be fingerprintsbased or iris-based authentication or other biometric modalities based on biometric
information stored in the CIDR.
(d) Multi-factor authentication: A combination of two or more of the above modes
may be used for authentication.
(3) A requesting entity may choose suitable mode(s) of authentication from the modes
specified in sub-regulation
(2) for a particular service or business function as per its requirement, including multiple
factor authentication for enhancing security. For the avoidance of doubt, it is clarified
that e-KYC authentication shall only be carried out using OTP and/ or biometric
authentication.
AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATION, 2016
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Information to the Aadhaar number holder.—

(1) At the time of authentication, a requesting entity shall inform the Aadhaar number
holder of the following details:—
(a) the nature of information that will be shared by the Authority upon authentication;
(b) the uses to which the information received during authentication may be put; and
(c) alternatives to submission of identity information.
(2) A requesting entity shall ensure that the information referred to in sub-regulation (1)
above is provided to the Aadhaar number holder in local language as well.
6.

Consent of the Aadhaar number holder.—

(1)

After communicating the information in accordance with regulation 5, a requesting
entity shall obtain the consent of the Aadhaar number holder for the authentication.

(2)

A requesting entity shall obtain the consent referred to in sub-regulation (1) above in
physical or preferably in electronic form and maintain logs or records of the consent
obtained in the manner and form as may be specified by the Authority for this purpose.

7.

Capturing of biometric information by requesting entity.—

(1) A requesting entity shall capture the biometric information of the Aadhaar number
holder using certified biometric devices as per the processes and specifications laid
down by the Authority.
(2) A requesting entity shall necessarily encrypt and secure the biometric data at the time of
capture as per the specifications laid down by the Authority.
(3) For optimum results in capturing of biometric information, a requesting entity shall
adopt the processes as may be specified by the Authority from time to time for this
purpose.
8.

Devices, client applications, etc. used in authentication.—

(1)

All devices and equipment used for authentication shall be certified as required and as
per the specifications issued, by the Authority from time to time for this purpose.

(2)

The client applications i.e. software used by requesting entity for the purpose of
authentication, shall conform to the standard APIs and specifications laid down by the
Authority from time to time for this purpose.

9.

Process of sending authentication requests.—

(1) After collecting the Aadhaar number or any other identifier provided by the requesting
entity which is mapped to Aadhaar number and necessary demographic and / or
biometric information and/ or OTP from the Aadhaar number holder, the client
application shall immediately package and encrypt these input parameters into PID
block before any transmission, as per the specifications laid down by the Authority, and
AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATION, 2016
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shall send it to server of the requesting entity using secure protocols as may be laid
down by the Authority for this purpose.
(2) After validation, the server of a requesting entity shall pass the authentication request to
the CIDR, through the server of the Authentication Service Agency as per the
specifications laid down by the Authority. The authentication request shall be digitally
signed by the requesting entity and/or by the Authentication Service Agency, as per the
mutual agreement between them.
(3) Based on the mode of authentication request, the CIDR shall validate the input
parameters against the data stored therein and return a digitally signed Yes or No
authentication response, or a digitally signed e-KYC authentication response with
encrypted e-KYC data, as the case may be, along with other technical details related to
the authentication transaction.
(4) In all modes of authentication, the Aadhaar number is mandatory and is submitted along
with the input parameters specified in sub-regulation (1) above such that authentication
is always reduced to a 1:1 match.
(5) A requesting entity shall ensure that encryption of PID Block takes place at the time of
capture on the authentication device as per the processes and specifications laid down
by the Authority.
10.

Notification of authentication to Aadhaar number holder.—

The Aadhaar number holder may be notified of any biometric and/or OTP based
authentication, through the registered email and/or mobile number of the Aadhaar
number holder as determined by the Authority, at the time of authentication.
11.

Biometric locking.—

(1) The Authority may enable an Aadhaar number holder to permanently lock his biometrics
and temporarily unlock it when needed for biometric authentication.
(2) All biometric authentication against any such locked biometric records shall fail with a
“No” answer with an appropriate response code.
(3) An Aadhaar number holder shall be allowed to temporarily unlock his biometrics for
authentication, and such temporary unlocking shall not continue beyond the time period
specified by the Authority or till completion of the authentication transaction, whichever
is earlier.
(4) The Authority may make provisions for Aadhaar number holders to remove such
permanent locks at any point in a secure manner.

AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATION, 2016
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CHAPTER III
APPOINTMENT OF REQUESTING ENTITIES AND AUTHENTICATION SERVICE
AGENCIES
12.

Appointment of Requesting Entities and Authentication Service Agencies.—

(1) Agencies seeking to become requesting entities to use the authentication facility provided
by the Authority shall apply for appointment as requesting entities in accordance with
the procedure as may be specified by the Authority for this purpose. Only those entities
that fulfill the criteria laid down in Schedule A are eligible to apply. The Authority may
by order, amend Schedule A from time to time so as to modify the eligibility criteria.
(2) Entities seeking appointment as Authentication Service Agencies shall apply for
appointment to the Authority in accordance with the procedure as may be specified by
the Authority for this purpose. Only those entities that fulfill the criteria laid down in
Schedule B are eligible to apply. The Authority may by order, amend Schedule B from
time to time so as to modify the eligibility criteria.
(3) The Authority may require the applicant to furnish further information or clarifications,
regarding matters relevant to the activity of such a requesting entity or Authentication
Service Agencies, as the case may be, which may otherwise be considered necessary by
the Authority, to consider and dispose of the application.
(4) The applicant shall furnish such information and clarification to the satisfaction of the
Authority, within the time as may be specified in this regard by the Authority.
(5) While considering the application, the information furnished by the applicant and its
eligibility, the Authority may verify the information through physical verification of
documents, infrastructure, and technological support which the applicant is required to
have.
(6) After verification of the application, documents, information furnished by the applicant
and its eligibility, the Authority may:
a. approve the application for requesting entity or Authentication Service Agency, as
the case may be; and
b. enter into appropriate agreements with the entity or agency incorporating the
terms and conditions for use by requesting entities of the Authority’s
authentication facility, or provision of services by ASAs, including damages and
disincentives for non-performance of obligations.
(7) The Authority may from time to time, determine the fees and charges payable by entities
during their appointment, including application fees, annual subscription fees and fees
for individual authentication transactions.
AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATION, 2016
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Procedure where application for appointment is not approved. —

(1) In the event an application for appointment of requesting entity or Authentication
Service Agency, as the case may be, does not satisfy the requirements specified by the
Authority, the Authority may reject the application.
(2) The decision of the Authority to reject the application shall be communicated to the
applicant in writing within thirty days of such decision, stating therein the grounds on
which the application has been rejected.
(3) Any applicant, aggrieved by the decision of the Authority, may apply to the Authority,
within a period of thirty days from the date of receipt of such intimation for
reconsideration of its decision.
(4) The Authority shall reconsider an application made by the applicant and communicate
its decision thereon, as soon as possible in writing.
14.

Roles and responsibilities of requesting entities. —

(1) A requesting entity shall have the following functions and obligations:—
(a)

establish and maintain necessary authentication related operations, including own
systems, processes, infrastructure, technology, security, etc., which may be
necessary for performing authentication;

(b)

establish network connectivity with the CIDR, through an ASA duly approved by
the Authority, for sending authentication requests;

(c)

ensure that the network connectivity between authentication devices and the
CIDR, used for sending authentication requests is in compliance with the
standards and specifications laid down by the Authority for this purpose;

(d)

employ only those devices, equipment, or software, which are duly registered with
or approved or certified by the Authority or agency specified by the Authority for
this purpose as necessary, and are in accordance with the standards and
specifications laid down by the Authority for this purpose;

(e)

monitor the operations of its devices and equipment, on a periodic basis, for
compliance with the terms and conditions, standards, directions, and
specifications, issued and communicated by the Authority, in this regard, from
time to time,

(f)

ensure that persons employed by it for performing authentication functions, and
for maintaining necessary systems, infrastructure and processes, possess requisite
qualifications for undertaking such works.

(g)

keep the Authority informed of the ASAs with whom it has entered into
agreements;
AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATION, 2016
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(h)

ensure that its operations and systems are audited by information systems auditor
certified by a recognised body on an annual basis to ensure compliance with the
Authority’s standards and specifications and the audit report should be shared
with the Authority upon request;

(i)

implement exception-handling mechanisms and back-up identity authentication
mechanisms to ensure seamless provision of authentication services to Aadhaar
number holders;

(j)

in case of any investigation involving authentication related fraud(s) or dispute(s),
it shall extend full cooperation to the Authority, or any agency appointed or
authorised by it or any other authorised investigation agency, including, but not
limited to, providing access to their premises, records, personnel and any other
relevant resources or information;

(k)

in the event the requesting entity seeks to integrate its Aadhaar authentication
system with its local authentication system, such integration shall be carried out in
compliance with standards and specifications issued by the Authority from time to
time;

(l)

shall inform the Authority of any misuse of any information or systems related to
the Aadhaar framework or any compromise of Aadhaar related information or
systems within their network. If the requesting entity is a victim of fraud or
identifies a fraud pattern through its fraud analytics system related to Aadhaar
authentication, it shall share all necessary details of the fraud with the Authority;

(m) shall be responsible for the authentication operations and results, even if it subcontracts parts of its operations to third parties. The requesting entity is also
responsible for ensuring that the authentication related operations of such third
party entities comply with Authority standards and specifications and that they are
regularly audited by approved independent audit agencies;
may agree upon the authentication charges for providing authentication services to
its customer, with such customer, and the Authority shall have no say in this
respect, for the time being; however, the Authority’s right to prescribe a different
mechanism in this respect in the future shall be deemed to have been reserved;
(n)

shall, at all times, comply with any contractual terms and all rules, regulations,
policies, manuals, procedures, specifications, standards, and directions issued by
the Authority, for the purposes of using the authentication facilities provided by
the Authority.

AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATION, 2016
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Use of Yes/ No authentication facility.—

(1) A requesting entity may use Yes/ No authentication facility provided by the Authority for
verifying the identity of an Aadhaar number holder for its own use or on behalf of other
agencies.
(2) A requesting entity may permit any other agency or entity to perform Yes/ No
authentication by generating and sharing a separate license key for every such entity
through the portal provided by the Authority to the said requesting entity. For the
avoidance of doubt, it is clarified that such sharing of license key is only permissible for
performing Yes/ No authentication, and is prohibited in case of e-KYC authentication.
(3) Such agency or entity:
a. shall not further share the license key with any other person or entity for any
purpose; and
b. shall comply with all obligations relating to personal information of the Aadhaar
number holder, data security and other relevant responsibilities that are applicable
to requesting entities.
(4) It shall be the responsibility of the requesting entity to ensure that any entity or agency
with which it has shared a license key, complies with the provisions of the Act,
regulations, processes, standards, guidelines, specifications and protocols of the
Authority that are applicable to the requesting entity.
(5) The requesting entity shall be jointly and severally liable, along with the entity or agency
with which it has shared a license key, for non-compliance with the regulations,
processes, standards, guidelines and protocols of the Authority.
16.

Use of e-KYC authentication facility.—

(1) A KUA may use the e-KYC authentication facility provided by the Authority for
obtaining the e-KYC data of the Aadhaar number holder for its own purposes.
(2) A KUA may perform e-KYC authentication on behalf of other agencies, and share the eKYC data with such agency for a specified purpose, upon obtaining consent from the
Aadhaar number holder for such purpose.
(3) A KUA may store, with consent of the Aadhaar number holder, e-KYC data of an
Aadhaar number holder, received upon e-KYC authentication, in encrypted form and
subsequently share the e-KYC data with any other agency, for a specified purpose, upon
obtaining separate consent for every such sharing from the Aadhaar number holder for
that purpose.
(4) The agency with whom the KUA has shared the e-KYC data of the Aadhaar number
holder shall not share it further with any other entity or agency except for completing the
transaction for which the Aadhaar number holder has specifically consented to such
sharing.

AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATION, 2016
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(5) The Aadhaar number holder may, at any time, revoke consent given to a KUA for storing
his e-KYC data or for sharing it with third parties, and upon such revocation, the KUA
shall delete the e-KYC data and cease any further sharing.
(6) In addition to the restriction on further sharing contained in sub-regulation (4), all other
obligations relating to the personal information of the Aadhaar number holder, data
security and other relevant responsibilities applicable to requesting entities, shall also
apply to the agency or entity with whom e-KYC data has been shared in accordance with
this regulation 16.
(7) Upon request, a KUA shall provide a digitally signed electronic copy of the e-KYC data
to the Aadhaar number holder, and the Aadhaar number holder may subsequently share
the said copy with any agency:
Provided that the agency that is requesting e-KYC data from the Aadhaar number holder
shall inform the purpose of doing so and take the consent of the Aadhaar number;
Provided further that the agency with whom the Aadhaar number holder has shared the eKYC data shall not share it further with any other entity/agency except for completing the
transaction for which the Aadhaar number holder specifically consented to such sharing.
(8) The KUA shall maintain auditable logs of all such transactions where e-KYC data has
been shared with other agencies, for a period specified by the Authority.
17.

Obligations relating to use of identity information by requesting entity.—

(1) A requesting entity shall ensure that:
(a) the core biometric information collected from the Aadhaar number holder is
not stored, shared or published for any purpose whatsoever, and no copy of the
core biometric information is retained with it;
(b) the core biometric information collected is not transmitted over a network without
creation of encrypted PID block which can then be transmitted in accordance with
specifications and processes laid down by the Authority.
(c) the encrypted PID block is not stored, unless it is for buffered authentication where it
may be held temporarily on the authentication device for a short period of time, and
that the same is deleted after transmission;
(d) identity information received during authentication is only used for the purpose
specified to the Aadhaar number holder at the time of authentication, and shall not
be disclosed further, except with the prior consent of the Aadhaar number holder to
whom such information relates;
(e) the identity information of the Aadhaar number holders collected during
authentication and any other information generated during the authentication process
is kept confidential, secure and protected against access, use and disclosure not
permitted under the Act and its regulations;
AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATION, 2016
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(f) the private key used for digitally signing the authentication request and the license
keys are kept secure and access controlled; and
(g) all relevant laws and regulations in relation to data storage and data protection
relating to the Aadhaar-based identity information in their systems, that of their
agents (if applicable) and with authentication devices, are complied with.
18.

Maintenance of logs by requesting entity. —

(1) A requesting entity shall maintain logs of the authentication transactions processed by it,
containing the following transaction details, namely:—
(a) the Aadhaar number against which authentication is sought;
(b) specified parameters of authentication request submitted;
(c) specified parameters received as authentication response;
(d) the record of disclosure of information to the Aadhaar number holder at the time
of authentication; and
(e) record of consent of the Aadhaar number holder for authentication,
but shall not, in any event, retain the PID information.
(2) The logs of authentication transactions shall be maintained by the requesting entity for a
period of 2 (two) years, during which period an Aadhaar number holder shall have the
right to access such logs, in accordance with the procedure as may be specified.
(3) Upon expiry of the period specified in sub-regulation (2), the logs shall be archived for a
period of five years or the number of years as required by the laws or regulations
governing the entity, whichever is later, and upon expiry of the said period, the logs shall
be deleted except those records required to be retained by a court or required to be
retained for any pending disputes.
(4) The requesting entity shall not share the authentication logs with any person other than
the concerned Aadhaar number holder upon his request or for grievance redressal and
resolution of disputes or with the Authority for audit purposes. The authentication logs
shall not be used for any purpose other than stated in this sub-regulation.
(5) The requesting entity shall comply with all relevant laws, rules and regulations, including,
but not limited to, the Information Technology Act, 2000 and the Evidence Act, 1872, for
the storage of logs.
(6) The obligations relating to authentication logs as specified in this regulation shall
continue to remain in force despite termination of appointment in accordance with these
regulations.
19.
Roles, responsibilities and code of conduct of Authentication Service
Agencies.—
An Authentication Service Agency shall have the following functions and obligations:—
AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATION, 2016
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(a) provide secured connectivity to the CIDR to transmit authentication request from a
requesting entity in the manner as may specified by the Authority for this purpose;
(b) perform basic compliance and completeness checks on the authentication data packet
before forwarding it to CIDR;
(c) on receiving the response from CIDR, transmit the result of the transaction to the
requesting entity that has placed the request;
(d) only engage with the requesting entities approved by the Authority and keep the
Authority informed of the list of requesting entities that it serves;
(e) communicate to the Authority, all relevant information pertaining to any agreement
that it may enter into with a requesting entity;
(f) ensure that the persons employed by it for performing authentication and for
maintaining necessary systems, infrastructure, processes, etc., possess requisite
qualifications for undertaking such works;
(g) ensure that its operations are audited by an information systems auditor certified by a
recognized body on an annual basis, and provide a certified audit report, to the
Authority, confirming its compliance with the policies, processes, procedures,
standards, or specifications, issued by the Authority in this regard, from time to time;
(h) ensure that all infrastructure and operations including systems, processes, devices,
software and biometric infrastructure, security, and other related aspects, are in
compliance with the standards and specifications as may specified by the Authority for
this purpose;
(i) at all times, comply with directions, specifications, etc. issued by the Authority, in
terms of network and other Information Technology infrastructure, processes,
procedures, etc.
(j) comply with all relevant laws and regulations relating, in particular, to data security
and data management;
(k) any value added service that an ASA provides to a requesting entity under a contract
shall not form part of the Aadhaar authentication process;
(l) shall be responsible to the Authority for all its authentication related operations, even
in the event the ASA sub-contracts parts of its operations to other entities, the
responsibility shall remain with the ASA;
(m) in case of investigations relating to authentication related fraud or dispute, the ASA
shall extend full co-operation to the Authority (or their agency) and/or any other
authorized investigation agency, including providing access to its premises, records,
systems, personnel, infrastructure, any other relevant resource or information and any
other relevant aspect of its authentication operations;
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(n) may agree upon the authentication charges for providing services to a requesting
entity, with such requesting entity, and the Authority shall have no say in this respect,
for the time being; however, the Authority’s right to prescribe a different mechanism
in this respect in the future shall be deemed to have been reserved;
(o) shall, at all times, comply with any contractual terms and all rules, regulations,
policies, manuals, procedures, specifications, standards, and directions issued by the
Authority.
20.

Maintenance of logs by Authentication Service Agencies.—

(1) An Authentication Service Agency shall maintain logs of the authentication transactions
processed by it, containing the following transaction details, namely:—
(a) identity of the requesting entity;
(b) parameters of authentication request submitted; and
(c) parameters received as authentication response:
Provided that no Aadhaar number, PID information, device identity related data and eKYC response data, where applicable shall be retained.
(2) Authentication logs shall be maintained by the ASA for a period of 2 (two) years,
during which period the Authority and/or the requesting entity may require access to
such records for grievance redressal, dispute redressal and audit in accordance with the
procedure specified in these regulations. The authentication logs shall not be used for
any purpose other than stated in this sub-regulation.
(3) Upon expiry of the period specified in sub-regulation (2), the authentication logs shall
be archived for a period of five years, and upon expiry of the said period of five years or
the number of years as required by the laws or regulations governing the entity
whichever is later, the authentication logs shall be deleted except those logs required to
be retained by a court or which are required to be retained for any pending disputes.
(4) The ASA shall comply with all applicable laws in respect of storage and maintenance of
these logs, including the Information Technology Act, 2000.
(5) The obligations relating to authentication logs as specified in this regulation shall
continue to remain in force despite termination of appointment in accordance with these
regulations.
21.

Audit of requesting entities and Authentication Service Agencies.—

(1) The Authority may undertake audit of the operations, infrastructure, systems and
procedures, of requesting entities, including the agencies or entities with whom they
have shared a license key or the entities on whose behalf they have performed
authentication, and Authentication Service Agencies, either by itself or through audit
agencies appointed by it, to ensure that such entities are acting in compliance with the
Act, rules, regulations, policies, procedures, guidelines issued by the Authority.
AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATION, 2016
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(2) The Authority may conduct audits of the operations and systems of the entities referred
to in sub-regulation
(1), either by itself or through an auditor appointed by the Authority. The frequency,
time and manner of such audits shall be as may be notified by the Authority from time
to time.
(3) An entity subject to audit shall provide full co-operation to the Authority or any agency
approved and/or appointed by the Authority in the audit process, and provide to the
Authority or any agency approved and/or appointed by the Authority, complete access
to its procedures, records and information pertaining to services availed from the
Authority. The cost of audits shall be borne by the concerned entity.
(4) On identification of any deficiency by the Authority, the Authority may require the
concerned entity to furnish necessary clarifications and/or information as to its activities
and may also require such entity either to rectify the deficiencies or take action as
specified in these regulations.
22.

Data Security. —

(1) Requesting entities and Authentication Service Agencies shall have their servers used
for Aadhaar authentication request formation and routing to CIDR to be located within
data centres located in India.
(2) Authentication Service Agency shall establish dual redundant, secured leased lines or
MPLS connectivity with the data centres of the Authority, in accordance with the
procedure and security processes as may be specified by the Authority for this purpose.
(3) Requesting entities shall use appropriate license keys to access the authentication
facility provided by the Authority only through an ASA over secure network, as may be
specified by the Authority for this purpose.
(4) Requesting Entities and Authentication Service Agencies shall adhere to all regulations,
information security policies, processes, standards, specifications and guidelines issued
by the Authority from time to time.
23.
Surrender of the access to authentication facility by requesting entity or
Authentication Service Agency. —
(1) A Requesting Entity or ASA, appointed under these regulations, desirous of
surrendering the access to the authentication facility granted by Authority, may make a
request for such surrender to the Authority.
(2) While disposing such surrender request under these regulations, the Authority may
require the requesting entity or ASA to satisfy the Authority about any matter necessary
for smooth discontinuance or termination of services, including–
(a) the arrangements made by the requesting entity for maintenance and preservation
of authentication logs and other documents in accordance with these regulations
and procedures as may be specified by the Authority for this purpose;
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(b) the arrangements made by the requesting entity for making authentication record
available to the respective Aadhaar number holder on such request;
(c) records of redressal of grievances, if any;
(d) settlement of accounts with the Authority, if any;
(e) in case of surrender by ASAs, the ASA, prior to the surrender of its access, shall
ensure that its associated requesting entities are given adequate time to migrate to
other ASAs in operation.
24.

Agencies appointed before commencement of these regulations. —

(1) Any Authentication User Agency (AUA) or e-KYC User Agency (KUA), appointed
prior to the commencement of these regulations shall be deemed to be a requesting
entity, and any Authentication Service Agency (ASA) or e-KYC Service Agency (KSA)
shall be deemed to be an Authentication Service Agency, under these regulations, and
all the agreements entered into between such agencies and the Unique Identification
Authority of India, established vide notification of the Government of India in the
Planning Commission number A-43011/02/2009-Admin. I, dated the 28th January,
2009 or any officer of such authority shall continue to be in force to the extent not
inconsistent with the provisions of the Act, these regulations, and other regulations,
policies, processes, procedures, standards and specifications issued by the Authority.
(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-regulation (1), any deemed requesting entity
or Authentication Service Agency referred to in sub-regulation (1) shall be required to
comply with the provisions of the Act, these regulations, other regulations framed by
the Authority, and the policies, processes, procedures, standards and specifications
issued by the Authority.
(3) In the event any such agency referred to in sub-regulation(1) seeks to discontinue using
the authentication facility as specified in these regulations, it may immediately make an
application for termination of its credentials and stop its functions forthwith: Provided
that in such cases, no compensation shall be payable to the agency or to the Authority
upon such termination.
(4) On discontinuance under sub-regulation (3), the concerned entity shall be required to
comply with the closure requirements listed in regulation 23(2).
25.

Liability and action in case of default. —

(1) Where any requesting entity or an ASA appointed under the Act,
(a) fails to comply with any of the processes, procedures, standards, specifications or
directions issued by the Authority, from time to time;
(b) is in breach of its obligations under the Act and these regulations;
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(c) uses the Aadhaar authentication facilities for any purpose other than those
specified in the application for appointment as requesting entity or ASA,
(d) fails to furnish any information required by the Authority for the purpose of these
regulations; or
(e) fails to cooperate in any inspection or investigation or enquiry or audit conducted
by the Authority ,the Authority may, without prejudice to any other action which
may be taken under the Act, take such steps to impose disincentives on the
requesting entity or an ASA for contravention of the provisions of the Act, rules
and regulations there under, including suspension of activities of such entity or
agency, or other steps as may be more specifically provided for in the agreement
entered into by such entities with the Authority: Provided that the entity or agency
shall be given the opportunity of being heard before the termination of
appointment and discontinuance of its operations relating to Aadhaar
authentication.
(2) Any such action referred to in sub-regulation (1) may also be taken against any entity or
agency with which an AUA has shared its license key for Yes/ No authentication and
any entity with which a KUA has shared e-KYC data.
(3) Upon termination of appointment by the Authority, the requesting entity or the ASA
shall, forthwith, cease to use the Aadhaar name and logo for any purposes, and in any
form, whatsoever, and may be required to satisfy the Authority of necessary aspects of
closure, including those enumerated in regulation 23(2).
CHAPTER IV
AUTHENTICATION TRANSACTION DATA AND AUTHENTICATION
RECORDS
26.

Storage and Maintenance of Authentication Transaction Data. —

(1) The Authority shall store and maintain authentication transaction data, which shall
contain the following information:—
(a) authentication request data received including PID block;
(b) authentication response data sent
(c) meta data related to the transaction.
(d) any authentication server side configurations as necessary
Provided that the Authority shall not, in any case, store the purpose of authentication.
27.

Duration of storage. —

(1) Authentication transaction data shall be retained by the Authority for a period of 6
months, and thereafter archived for a period of five years.
(2) Upon expiry of the period of five years specified in sub-regulation (1), the
authentication transaction data shall be deleted except when such authentication
AADHAAR (AUTHENTICATION) REGULATION, 2016
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transaction data are required to be maintained by a court or in connection with any
pending dispute.
28.

Access by Aadhaar number holder. —

(1) An Aadhaar number holder shall have the right to access his authentication records
subject to conditions laid down and payment of such fees as prescribed by the Authority
by making requests to the Authority within the period of retention of such records
before they are archived.
(2) The Authority may provide mechanisms such as online portal or mobile application or
designated contact centers for Aadhaar number holders to obtain their digitally signed
authentication records within the period of retention of such records before they are
archived as specified in these regulations.
(3) The Authority may provide digitally signed e-KYC data to the Aadhaar number holder
through biometric or OTP authentication, subject to payment of such fees and processes
as specified by the Authority,
(4) The authentication records and e-KYC data shall not be shared with any person or entity:
(a) other than with the Aadhaar number holder to whom the records or e-KYC data
relate in accordance with the verification procedure specified. Aadhaar number
holder may share their digitally signed authentication records and e-KYC data
with other entities which shall not further share with any other agencies without
obtaining consent of the Aadhaar holder every time before such sharing.
(b) except in accordance with the Act.
CHAPTER V
MISCELLANEOUS
29.

Savings.—

All procedures, orders, processes, standards, specifications and policies issued and MOUs,
agreements or contracts entered by the Unique Identification Authority of India, established
vide notification of the Government of India in the Planning Commission number A43011/02/2009-Admin. I, dated the 28th January, 2009 or any officer of such authority,
prior to the establishment of the Authority under the Act shall continue to be in force to the
extent that they are not inconsistent with the provisions of the Act and regulations framed
thereunder.
30.

Power to issue clarifications, guidelines and removal of difficulties. —

In order to remove any difficulties or clarify any matter pertaining to application or
interpretation of these regulations, the Authority may issue clarifications and guidelines in
the form of circulars.
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Schedule A
Eligibility criteria for appointment as requesting entities
1.
Entities seeking to use authentication facility provided by the Authority as requesting entities are
classified under following categories for appointment as Authentication User Agency (AUA) and/or e-KYC User
Agency (KUA), as the case may be:
S. No.
Category 1

Organisation Category
Government Organisation

1.1

A Central/ State Government Ministry/Department and their attached or sub-ordinate offices.

1.2
1.3

An undertaking owned and managed by Central / State Government (PSU)
An Authority constituted under the Central / State Act/Special Purpose Organisation
constituted by Central/State govt.

Category 2
2.1

2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

Regulated Service Providers
Regulated / Licensed by RBI – Banks and Payment & Settlement System
2.1.1 Public Sector Banks (PSB)
2.1.2 Private Banks, Foreign Banks Licensed by RBI to operate in India, Payment Banks,
Small Finance Banks
2.1.3 Regional Rural Banks
2.1.4 Co-operative Banks
1. State Co-operative Banks
2. District Co-operative Banks
3. Scheduled Urban Cop-operatives Banks
4. Non Scheduled Urban Co-operative Banks
2.1.5 Payment& Settlement System Network
1. Financial market infrastructure
2. Retails payments Organisation
3. Cards payment network
4. ATM networks
5. Pre-paid payment instruments
6. White label ATM operators
7. Instant Money Transfer
2.1.6 Non-Banking Financial Company
Regulated by IRDA/PFRDA - Financial Institutions
Regulated by TRAI – Telecom
Regulated by CCA – Certifying Authority, Digital Locker providers, e-Sign providers
Regulated by SEBI – KYC Registration Agency (KRA),Depository Participant (DP), Asset
Management Company (AMC), Trading Exchanges, Registrar and Transfer Agents
Regulated by National Housing Bank
Regulated by DGCA/AAI(AAI Act)- Duly licensed1. Airport operators having scheduled civil aviation operations, and
2. Scheduled Airline operators.
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S. No.

Organisation Category

Category 3
3.1

Other Entities
3.1.1 Company registered in India under the Companies Act 1956 / The companies Act 2013
(Company under group of companies has to apply individually)
3.1.2 Partnership registered under the India Partnership Act 1932 or under the Limited Liability
Partnership Act, 2008
3.1.3 Proprietorship firm
3.1.4 Not-for-profit Organisations (under section 25 under The Companies Act 1956)
3.1.5 Academic Institutions / Research and Development Organisations
3.1.6 Societies registered under Indian Societies Registration Act, 1860or The Indian Trust Act,
1882 or The companies Act, 2013 (Sec 8) / Co-operative Society Act 1912
3.1.7 Any entity other than above mentioned categories

2. Technical and Financial criteria for entities for appointment as requesting entity are as under:Authentication User Agency (AUA)

Additional requirements for eKYC

S. No
Technical Requirements
Category 1
Category 2

User Agency (KUA)

Financial Requirements

1. Backend infrastructure,
No
such as servers, databases
requirement
etc. of the entity, required
No
specifically for the purpose of
Aadhaar
authentication, requirement
should be located within the
territory of India.

financial

No additional requirement for
KUA

financial

No additional requirement for
KUA

2. Entity should have IT
Infrastructure
owned
or
outsourced
capable
of
carrying out minimum 1 Lakh
Authentication transactions
per month.
3. Organisation should have a
prescribed Data Privacy policy
to protect beneficiary privacy.

Category 3

4. Organisation should have
adopted
data
security
requirements as per the IT Act
2000
1. Backend infrastructure, 1. Paid up capital of
such as servers,
Minimum₹1 (one) Crore.
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Entity should meet
Authentication Transaction Criteria as

databases etc. of the entity,
required specifically for the
purpose
of
Aadhaar
authentication, should be
located with in the territory of
India.
2. Entity should have IT
Infrastructure
owned
or
outsourced
capable
of
carrying out minimum 1 Lakh
Authentication
transaction
per month.

OR
Annual turnover of
Minimum₹5 (Five)
Crore during the
Financial year.

3. Organisation should have a
prescribed Data Privacy policy
to protect beneficiary
privacy.
4. Organisation should have
adopted
Data
security
requirements as per the IT
Act2000.
5. Entity should be in business
for minimum of 1 year from
date of commencement of
Business.
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laid down by the
Authority from time to time.
last

Schedule B
Eligibility criteria of Authentication Service Agencies
See Regulation 10(2)
1.
Entities seeking to provide secure access to CIDR to requesting entities for enabling authentication
services are classified under following categories for appointment as Authentication Service Agency:

S. No

Organisation Category

Category 1

A Central/ State Government Ministry / Department or an undertaking owned
and managed by Central / State Government

Category 2

An Authority constituted under the Central / State Act

Category 3

Any other entity of national importance as determined by the Authority

Category 4

A company registered in India under the Indian Companies Act 1956

Category 5

Any AUA or KUA meeting authentication transaction criteria as laid down by the
Authority from time to time

2.

Technical and Financial criteria for entities for appointment as Authentication Service
Agency:

Category
Category 1, 2
and 3
Category 4

Category 5

Financial Requirement
Technical Requirement
No financial
No technical requirements
requirements
An annual turnover of at A Telecom Service Provider (TSP) including All Unified
least Rs. 100 crores in last Licensees (having Access Service Authorization) /
three financial years
Unified Licensees (AS) / Unified Access Services
Licensees / Cellular Mobile Telephone Service
Licensees operating pan India fiber optics network
and should have a minimum of 100 MPLS Points of
Presence (PoP) across all states
OR
Should be a Network Service Provider (NSP) or System
Integrator having pan-India network connectivity for
data transmission and should have 100 MPLS PoPs in
India,
No Financial requirements

Any AUA or KUA meeting authentication transaction
criteria as laid down by the Authority from time to time
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NOTIFICATION
New Delhi, the12th September, 2016
AADHAAR (DATA SECURITY) REGULATIONS, 2016
(No. 4 of 2016)
No. 13012/64/2016/Legal/UIDAI (No. 4 of 2016).—In exercise of the powers conferred
by clause (p) of sub-section (2) of section 54 of the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and
Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016, the Unique Identification Authority of India
makes the following Regulations, namely: 1. Short title and commencement. —
(1) These regulations may be called the Aadhaar (Data Security) Regulations, 2016
(2) These Regulations shall come into force on the date of their publication in the
Official Gazette.
2. Definitions. —
(1) In these regulations, unless the context otherwise requires,—
(a) “Act” means the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other Subsidies,
Benefits and Services) Act, 2016 (18 of 2016);
(b) “Authority” means the Unique Identification Authority of India established under
sub-section (1) of section 11 of the Act;
(c) “Central Identities Data Repository” or “CIDR” means a centralised database in
one or more locations containing all Aadhaar numbers issued to Aadhaar number
holders along with the corresponding demographic information and biometric
information of such individuals and other information related thereto;
(d) “enrolling agency” means an agency appointed by the Authority or a Registrar, as
the case may be, for collecting demographic and biometric information of
individuals under this Act;
(e) “information security policy” means the policy specified by the Authority under
regulation 3 of these regulations;
(f) “personnel” means all officers, employees, staff and other individuals employed or
engaged by the Authority or by the service providers for discharging any functions
under the Act;
(g) “registrar” means any entity authorised or recognised by the Authority for the
purpose of enrolling individuals under this Act;
(h) “regulations” means the regulations made by the Authority under this Act;
(i) “requesting entity” means an agency or person that submits the Aadhaar number,
and demographic information or biometric information, of an individual to the
Central Identities Data Repository for authentication;
(j) “service provider” includes all entities engaged by the Authority for discharging
any function related to its processes.
(2) All other words and expressions used but not defined in these regulations, but defined in
the Act or the Information Technology Act, 2000 and/or the rules and regulations made
AADHAAR (DATA SECURITY) REGULATION, 2016
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thereunder shall have the same meaning as respectively assigned to them in such Acts or
rules or regulations or any statutory modification or re-enactment thereto, as the case
may be.
3. Measures for ensuring information security. —
(1) The Authority may specify an information security policy setting out inter alia the
technical and organisational measures to be adopted by the Authority and its personnel,
and also security measures to be adopted by agencies, advisors, consultants and other
service providers engaged by the Authority, registrar, enrolling agency, requesting
entities, and Authentication Service Agencies.
(2) Such information security policy may provide for:—
(a) identifying and maintaining an inventory of assets associated with the information
and information processing facilities;
(b) implementing controls to prevent and detect any loss, damage, theft or
compromise of the assets;
(c) allowing only controlled access to confidential information;
(d) implementing controls to detect and protect against virus/malwares;
(e) a change management process to ensure information security is maintained during
changes;
(f) a patch management process to protect information systems from vulnerabilities
and security risks;
(g) a robust monitoring process to identify unusual events and patterns that could
impact security and performance of information systems and a proper reporting
and mitigation process;
(h) encryption of data packets containing biometrics, and enabling decryption only in
secured locations;
(i) partitioning of CIDR network into zones based on risk and trust;
(j) deploying necessary technical controls for protecting CIDR network;
(k) service continuity in case of a disaster;
(l) monitoring of equipment, systems and networks;
(m) measures for fraud prevention and effective remedies in case of fraud;
(n) requirement of entering into non-disclosure agreements with the personnel;
(o) provisions for audit of internal systems and networks;
(p) restrictions on personnel relating to processes, systems and networks.
(q) inclusion of security and confidentiality obligations in the agreements or
arrangements with the agencies, consultants, advisors or other persons engaged by
the Authority.
(3) The Authority shall monitor compliance with the information security policy and other
security requirements through internal audits or through independent agencies.
(4) The Authority shall designate an officer as Chief Information Security Officer for
disseminating and monitoring the information security policy and other security-related
programmes and initiatives of the Authority.
AADHAAR (DATA SECURITY) REGULATION, 2016
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4. Security obligations of the personnel —
(1) The personnel shall comply with the information security policy, and other policies,
guidelines, procedures, etc. issued by the Authority from time to time.
(2) Without prejudice to any action that may be taken under the Act, personnel may be liable
to action in accordance with procedures specified by the Authority for this purpose:
Provided that no such action shall be taken without giving the concerned personnel a
reasonable opportunity of being heard.
5. Security obligations of service providers, etc. —
The agencies, consultants, advisors and other service providers engaged by the
Authority for discharging any function relating to its processes shall:
(a) ensure compliance with the information security policy specified by the Authority;
(b) periodically report compliance with the information security policy and contractual
requirements, as required by the Authority;
(c) report promptly to the Authority any security incidents affecting the confidentiality,
integrity and availability of information related to the Authority’s functions;
(d) ensure that records related to the Authority shall be protected from loss, destruction,
falsification, unauthorised access and unauthorised release;
(e) ensure confidentiality obligations are maintained during the term and on
termination of the agreement;
(f) ensure that appropriate security and confidentiality obligations are provided for in
their agreements with their employees and staff members;
(g) ensure that the employees having physical access to CIDR data centers and logical
access to CIDR data centers undergo necessary background checks;
(h) define the security perimeters holding sensitive information, and ensure only
authorised individuals are allowed access to such areas to prevent any data leakage
or misuse; and
(i) where they are involved in the handling of the biometric data, ensure that they use
only those biometric devices which are certified by a certification body as identified
by the Authority and ensure that appropriate systems are built to ensure security of
the biometric data.
6. Audits and inspection of service providers, etc. —
(1) All agencies, consultants, advisors and other service providers engaged by the Authority,
and ecosystem partners such as registrars, requesting entities, Authentication User
Agencies and Authentication Service Agencies shall get their operations audited by an
information systems auditor certified by a recognised body under the Information
Technology Act, 2000 and furnish certified audit reports to the Authority, upon request
or at time periods specified by the Authority.
(2) In addition to the audits referred to in sub-regulation (1), the Authority may conduct
audits of the operations and systems of such entities or persons, either by itself or
through an auditor appointed by the Authority.
AADHAAR (DATA SECURITY) REGULATION, 2016
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Confidentiality. –

All procedures, orders, processes, standards and protocols related to security, which are
designated as confidential by the Authority, shall be treated as confidential by all its
personnel and shall be disclosed to the concerned parties only to the extent required for
giving effect to the security measures. The nature of information that cannot be shared
outside the Authority unless mandated under the Act includes, but not limited to,
Information in CIDR, Technology details, Network Architecture, Information security policy
and processes, software codes, internal reports, audit and assessment reports, applications
details, asset details, contractual agreements, present and future planned infrastructure
details, protection services, and capabilities of the system.
8.

Savings. —

All procedures, orders, processes, standards and policies issued and MOUs, agreements or
contracts entered by the Unique Identification Authority of India, established vide
notification of the Government of India in the Planning Commission number A43011/02/2009-Admin. I, dated the 28th January, 2009 or any officer of such authority, prior
to the establishment of the Authority under the Act shall continue to be in force to the extent
that they are not inconsistent with the provisions of the Act and regulations framed
thereunder.
9.

Power to issue policies, process documents, etc. —

The Authority may issue policies, processes, standards and other documents, not inconsistent
with these regulations, which are required to be specified under these regulations or for
which provision is necessary for the purpose of giving effect to these regulations.
10. Power to issue clarifications, guidelines and removal of difficulties. —
In order to clarify any matter pertaining to application or interpretation of these regulations,
or to remove any difficulties in implementation of these regulations, the Authority shall have
the power to issue clarifications and guidelines in the form of circulars which shall have
effect of these regulations.
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NOTIFICATION
New Delhi, the 12th September, 2016
AADHAAR (SHARING OF INFORMATION) REGULATIONS, 2016
(No. 5 of 2016)
No. 13012/64/2016/Legal/UIDAI (No. 5 of 2016).—In exercise of the powers conferred by
sub-section (1), and sub-clause (o) of sub-section (2), of Section 54 read with sub-clause (k) of
sub-section (2) of Section 23, and sub-sections
(2) and (4) of Section 29, of the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other Subsidies,
Benefits and Services) Act,2016,the Unique Identification Authority of India hereby makes the
following regulations, namely:CHAPTER I
PRELIMINARY
1.

Short title and commencement. —
(1) These regulationsmay be called the Aadhaar (Sharing of Information) Regulations,
2016.
(2) These regulations shall come into force on the date of their publication in the Official
Gazette.

2.

Definitions. —
(1) In these regulations, unless the context otherwise requires,(a) “Act” meansthe Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other Subsidies,
Benefits and Services) Act, 2016;
(b) “Aadhaar Letter” means a document for conveying the Aadhaar number to a
resident;
(c) “Aadhaar number holder” means an individual who has been issued anAadhaar
number under the Act;
(d) “Authority” means the Unique Identification Authority of India established under
sub-section (1) of section 11;
(e) “requesting entity” means an agency or person that submits the Aadhaar number,
and demographic information or biometric information, of an individual to the
Central Identities Data Repository for authentication.

(2)
All other words and expressions used in these regulations but not defined, and defined in
the Act and the rules and other regulations made there under, shall have the meanings
respectively assigned to them in the Act or the rules or other regulations, as the case may be.
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CHAPTER II
RESTRICTIONS ON SHARING OF IDENTITY INFORMATION
3.

Sharing of information by the Authority. —

(1)
Core biometric information collected by the Authority under the Act shall not be shared
with anyone for any reason whatsoever.
(2)
The demographic information and photograph of an individual collected by the Authority
under the Act may be shared by the Authority with a requesting entity in response to an
authentication request for e-KYC data pertaining to such individual, upon the requesting entity
obtaining consent from the Aadhaar number holder for the authentication process, in accordance
with the provisions of the Act and the Aadhaar (Authentication) Regulations, 2016.
(3)
The Authority shall share authentication records of the Aadhaar number holder with him
in accordance with regulation 28 of the Aadhaar (Authentication) Regulations, 2016.
(4)
The Authority may share demographic information and photograph, and the
authentication records of an Aadhaar number holder when required to do so in accordance with
Section 33 of the Act.
4.

Sharing of information by a requesting entity. —

(1)
Core biometric information collected or captured by a requesting entity from the Aadhaar
number holder at the time of authentication shall not be stored except for buffered authentication
as specified in the Aadhaar (Authentication) Regulations, 2016, and shall not be shared with
anyone for any reason whatsoever.
(2)

The identity information available with a requesting entity:

(a)
shall not be used by the requesting entity for any purpose other than that specified to the
Aadhaar number holder at the time of submitting identity information for authentication; and
(b)

shall not be disclosed further without the prior consent of the Aadhaar number holder.

(3)
A requesting entity may share the authentication logs of an Aadhaar number holder with
the concerned Aadhaar number holder upon his request or for grievance redressal and resolution
of disputes or with the Authority for audit purposes, as specified in regulation 18 of the Aadhaar
(Authentication) Regulations, 2016.
5.

Responsibility of any agency or entity other than requesting entity with respect to
Aadhaar number. —

(1)
Any individual, agency or entity which collects Aadhaar number or any document
containing the Aadhaar number, shall:
(a)

collect, store and use the Aadhaar number for a lawful purpose;

(b)

inform the Aadhaar number holder the following details:—
i.

the purpose for which the information is collected;

ii.

whether submission of Aadhaar number or proof of Aadhaar for such purpose is
mandatory or voluntary, and if mandatory, the legal provision mandating it;
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iii. alternatives to submission of Aadhaar number or the document containing Aadhaar
number, if any;
(c)
obtain consent of the Aadhaar number holder to the collection, storage and use of his
Aadhaar number for the specified purposes.
(2)
Such individual, agency or entity shall not use the Aadhaar number for any purpose other
than those specified to the Aadhaar number holder at the time of obtaining his consent.
(3)
Such individual, agency or entity shall not share the Aadhaar number with any person
without the consent of the Aadhaar number holder.
6.

Restrictions on sharing, circulating or publishing of Aadhaar number. —

(1)
The Aadhaar number of an individual shall not be published, displayed or posted publicly
by any person or entity or agency.
(2)
Any individual, entity or agency, which is in possession of Aadhaar number(s) of
Aadhaar number holders, shall ensure security and confidentiality of the Aadhaar numbers and
of any record or database containing the Aadhaar numbers.
(3)
Without prejudice to sub-regulations (1) and (2), no entity, including a requesting entity,
which is in possession of the Aadhaar number of an Aadhaar number holder, shall make public
any database or record containing the Aadhaar numbers of individuals, unless the Aadhaar
numbers have been redacted or blacked out through appropriate means, both in print and
electronic form.
(4)
No entity, including a requesting entity, shall require an individual to transmit his
Aadhaar number over the Internet unless such transmission is secure and the Aadhaar number is
transmitted in encrypted form except where transmission is required for correction of errors or
redressal of grievances.
(5)
No entity, including a requesting entity, shall retain Aadhaar numbers or any document or
database containing Aadhaar numbers for longer than is necessary for the purpose specified to
the Aadhaar number holder at the time of obtaining consent.
7.

Liability for contravention of the regulations. —

Without prejudice to any action that may be taken under the Act, any contravention of
regulations 3, 4, 5 and 6 of these regulations shall constitute a violation of sub-section (2) of
Section 29 of the Act.
8.

Redressal of grievances of Aadhaar number holders. —

In the event the identity information of an Aadhaar number holder has been shared or published
in a manner contrary to the provisions of the Act or regulations, the Aadhaar number holder may
raise queries and grievances in accordance with the regulation 32 of the Aadhaar (Enrolment and
Update) Regulations, 2016.
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CHAPTER III
MISCELLANEOUS
9.

Information dissemination about sharing of Aadhaar numbers. —

The Authority may take necessary measures to educate Aadhaar number holders about the uses
of Aadhaar numbers and implications associated with its sharing.
10.

Savings. —

All procedures, orders, processes, standards and policies issued and MOUs, agreements or
contracts entered by the Unique Identification Authority of India, established vide notification of
the Government of India in the Planning Commission number A-43011/02/2009-Admin. I, dated
the 28th January, 2009 or any officer of such authority, prior to the establishment of the
Authority under the Act shall continue to be in force to the extent that they are not inconsistent
with the provisions of the Act and regulations framed thereunder.
11.

Power to issue clarifications and guidelines. —

In order to remove any difficulties or clarify any matter pertaining to application or interpretation
of these regulations, the Authority may issue clarifications and guidelines in the form of
circulars.
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MINISTRY OF LAW AND JUSTICE
(Legislative Department)
New Delhi, the 24th July, 2019/Shravana 2, 1941 (Saka)
The following Act of Parliament received the assent of the President on the
23rd July, 2019, and is hereby published for general information:—

THE AADHAAR AND OTHER LAWS (AMENDMENT) ACT, 2019
NO. 14 OF 2019
[23rd July, 2019.]

An Act to amend the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other Subsidies,
Benefits and Services) Act, 2016 and further to amend the Indian Telegraph
Act, 1885 and the Prevention of Money-laundering Act, 2002.
BE it enacted by Parliament in the Seventieth Year of the Republic of India as follows:—
PART I
PRELIMINARY
1. (1) This Act may be called the Aadhaar and Other Laws (Amendment) Act, 2019.
(2) It shall come into force on such date as the Central Government may, by notification
in the Official Gazette, appoint; and different dates may be appointed for different provisions
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of this Act and any reference in any such provision to the commencement of this Act shall
be construed as a reference to the commencement of that provision.
PART II
AMENDMENTS TO THE AADHAAR (TARGETED DELIVERY OF FINANCIAL AND OTHER SUBSIDIES,
BENEFITS AND SERVICES) ACT, 2016
Amendment
of Long title
of Act 18 of
2016.
Amendment
of section 2.

2. In the long title of the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other Subsidies,
Benefits and Services) Act, 2016 (hereafter in this Part referred to as the principal Act), after
the words “the Consolidated Fund of India”, the words “or the Consolidated Fund of the
State” shall be inserted.
3. In section 2 of the Principal Act,—
(i) for clause (a), the following clause shall be substituted, namely:—
‘(a) “Aadhaar number” means an identification number issued to an
individual under sub-section (3) of section 3, and includes any alternative virtual
identity generated under sub-section (4) of that section;’;
(ii) after clause (a), the following clause shall be inserted, namely:—
‘(aa) “Aadhaar ecosystem” includes enrolling agencies, Registrars,
requesting entities, offline verification-seeking entities and any other entity or
group of entities as may be specified by regulations;’;
(iii) after clause (b), the following clauses shall be inserted, namely:—
‘(ba) “Adjudicating Officer” means an Adjudicating Officer appointed
under sub-section (1) of section 33B;
(bb) “Appellate Tribunal” means the Appellate Tribunal referred to in
sub-section (1) of section 33C;’;
(iv) after clause (i), the following clause shall be inserted, namely:—
‘(ia) “child” means a person who has not completed eighteen years of
age;’;
(v) after clause (p), the following clauses shall be inserted, namely:—
‘(pa) “offline verification” means the process of verifying the identity of
the Aadhaar number holder without authentication, through such offline modes
as may be specified by regulations;
(pb) “offline verification-seeking entity” means any entity desirous of
undertaking offline verification of an Aadhaar number holder;’.

Amendment
of section 3.

4. In section 3 of the principal Act, after sub-section (3), the following sub-section
shall be inserted, namely:—
“(4) The Aadhaar number issued to an individual under sub-section (3) shall
be a twelve-digit identification number and any alternative virtual identity as an
alternative to the actual Aadhaar number of an individual that shall be generated by
the Authority in such manner as may be specified by regulations.”.

Insertion of
new section
3A.
Aadhaar
number of
children.

5. After section 3 of the principal Act, the following section shall be inserted,
namely:—
“3A. (1) The enrolling agency shall, at the time of enrolment of a child, seek the
consent of the parent or guardian of the child, and inform the parent or guardian, the
details specified under sub-section (2) of section 3.
(2) A child who is an Aadhaar number holder may, within a period of six months
of attaining the eighteen years of age, make an application to the Authority for
cancellation of his Aadhaar number, in such manner as may be specified by regulations
and the Authority shall cancel his Aadhaar number.
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(3) Notwithstanding anything in section 7, a child shall not be denied any
subsidy, benefit or service under that section in case of failure to establish his identity
by undergoing authentication, or furnishing proof of possession of Aadhaar number,
or in the case of a child to whom no Aadhaar number has been assigned, producing an
application for enrolment.”.
6. In section 4 of the principal Act, for sub-section (3), the following sub-sections
shall be substituted, namely:—

Amendment
of section 4.

“(3) Every Aadhaar number holder to establish his identity, may voluntarily use
his Aadhaar number in physical or electronic form by way of authentication or offline
verification, or in such other form as may be notified, in such manner as may be
specified by regulations.
Explanation.—For the purposes of this section, voluntary use of the Aadhaar
number by way of authentication means the use of such Aadhaar number only with
the informed consent of the Aadhaar number holder.
(4) An entity may be allowed to perform authentication, if the Authority is
satisfied that the requesting entity is—
(a) compliant with such standards of privacy and security as may be
specified by regulations; and
(b) (i) permitted to offer authentication services under the provisions of
any other law made by Parliament; or
(ii) seeking authentication for such purpose, as the Central Government
in consultation with the Authority, and in the interest of State, may prescribe.
(5) The Authority may, by regulations, decide whether a requesting entity shall
be permitted the use of the actual Aadhaar number during authentication or only an
alternative virtual identity.
(6) Every requesting entity to whom an authentication request is made by an
Aadhaar number holder under sub-section (3) shall inform to the Aadhaar number
holder of alternate and viable means of identification and shall not deny any service to
him for refusing to, or being unable to, undergo authentication.
(7) Notwithstanding anything contained in the foregoing provisions, mandatory
authentication of an Aadhaar number holder for the provision of any service shall take
place if such authentication is required by a law made by Parliament.”.
7. In section 7 of the principal Act, after the words “the Consolidated Fund of India”,
the words “or the Consolidated Fund of State” shall be inserted.
8. In section 8 of the principal Act,—
(a) in sub-section (2),—
(i) in clause (a), after the words “consent of an individual”, the words
“, or in the case of a child obtain the consent of his parent or guardian” shall be
inserted;
(ii) after clause (b), the following proviso shall be inserted, namely:—
“Provided that the requesting entity shall, in case of failure to
authenticate due to illness, injury or infirmity owing to old age or otherwise
or any technical or other reasons, provide such alternate and viable means
of identification of the individual, as may be specified by regulations.”;
(b) in sub-section (3), after the words “for authentication,”, the words “or in the
case of a child, his parent or guardian” shall be inserted.
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9. After section 8 of the principal Act, the following section shall be inserted,
namely:—
“8A. (1) Every offline verification of an Aadhaar number holder shall be performed
in accordance with the provisions of this section.
(2) Every offline verification-seeking entity shall,—
(a) before performing offline verification, obtain the consent of an
individual, or in the case of a child, his parent or guardian, in such manner as
may be specified by regulations; and
(b) ensure that the demographic information or any other information
collected from the individual for offline verification is only used for the purpose
of such verification.
(3) An offline verification-seeking entity shall inform the individual undergoing
offline verification, or in the case of a child, his parent or guardian, the following
details with respect to offline verification, in such manner as may be specified by
regulations, namely:—
(a) the nature of information that may be shared upon offline verification;
(b) the uses to which the information received during offline verification
may be put by the offline verification-seeking entity; and
(c) alternatives to submission of information requested for, if any.
(4) No offline verification-seeking entity shall—
(a) subject an Aadhaar number holder to authentication;
(b) collect, use, or store an Aadhaar number or biometric information of
any individual for any purpose;
(c) take any action contrary to any obligation on it as may be specified by
regulations.”.

Substitution of
new section
for section 21.
Officers and
other
employees of
Authority.

Insertion of
new section
23A.
Power of
Authority to
issue
directions.

10. For section 21 of the principal Act, the following section shall be substituted,
namely:—
“21. (1) The Authority shall appoint such officers and employees as may be
required for the discharge of its functions under this Act.
(2) The salaries and allowances payable to, and the other terms and conditions
of service of, the officers and employees of the Authority shall be such as may be
specified by regulations.”.
11. After section 23 of the principal Act, the following section shall be inserted,
namely:—
“23A. (1) The Authority may for the discharge of its functions under this Act, or
any rules or regulations made thereunder, by order, issue such directions from time to
time to any entity in the Aadhaar ecosystem, as it may consider necessary.
(2) Every direction issued under sub-section (1) shall be complied with by the
entity in the Aadhaar ecosystem to whom such direction is issued.”.

Substitution
of new
section for
section 25.
Fund.

12. For section 25 of the principal Act, the following section shall be substituted,
namely:—

“25. (1) There shall be constituted a Fund to be called the Unique Identification
Authority of India Fund and there shall be credited thereto—
(a) all grants, fees and charges received by the Authority under this Act; and
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(b) all sums received by the Authority from such other sources as may be
decided upon by the Central Government.
(2) The Fund shall be applied for meeting—
(a) the salaries and allowances payable to the Chairperson and members
and administrative expenses including the salaries, allowances and pension
payable to or in respect of officers and other employees of the Authority; and
(b) the expenses on objects and for purposes authorised by this Act.”.
13. In section 29 of the principal Act,—
(a) for sub-section (3), the following sub-section shall be substituted, namely:—

Amendment
of section 29.

“(3) No identity information available with a requesting entity or offline
verification-seeking entity shall be—
(a) used for any purpose, other than the purposes informed in writing
to the individual at the time of submitting any information for authentication
or offline verification; or
(b) disclosed for any purpose, other than purposes informed in
writing to the individual at the time of submitting any information for
authentication or offline verification:
Provided that the purposes under clauses (a) and (b) shall be in
clear and precise language understandable to the individual.”;
(b) in sub-section (4), for the words “or core biometric information”, the words
‘‘, demographic information or photograph”, shall be substituted.
14. In section 33 of the principal Act,—
(i) in sub-section (1),—

Amendment
of section 33.

(a) for the words “District Judge”, the words “Judge of a High Court”
shall be substituted;
(b) in the proviso, after the words “hearing to the Authority”, the words
“and the concerned Aadhaar number holder” shall be inserted;
(c) after the proviso, the following proviso shall be inserted, namely:—
“Provided further that the core biometric information shall not be
disclosed under this sub-section.”;
(ii) in sub-section (2), for the words “Joint Secretary”, the word “Secretary”
shall be substituted.
15. After Chapter VI of the principal Act, the following Chapter shall be inserted,
namely:—

Insertion of
new Chapter
VIA.

“CHAPTER VIA
CIVIL PENALTIES
33A. (1) Where an entity in the Aadhaar ecosystem fails to comply with the
provision of this Act, the rules or regulations made thereunder or directions issued by
the Authority under section 23A, or fails to furnish any information, document, or
return of report required by the Authority, such entity shall be liable to a civil penalty
which may extend to one crore rupees for each contravention and in case of a
continuing failure, with additional penalty which may extend to ten lakh rupees for
every day during which the failure continues after the first contravention.
(2) The amount of any penalty imposed under this section, if not paid, may be
recovered as if it were an arrear of land revenue.
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33B. (1) For the purposes of adjudication under section 33A and imposing a
penalty thereunder, the Authority shall appoint an officer of the Authority, who is not
below the rank of a Joint Secretary to the Government of India and possessing such
qualification and experience as may be prescribed, to be an Adjudicating Officer for
holding an inquiry in such manner as may be prescribed.
(2) No inquiry under sub-section (1) shall be initiated except by a complaint
made by the Authority.
(3) While holding an inquiry, the Adjudicating Officer shall—
(a) provide the entity in the Aadhaar ecosystem against whom complaint
is made, an opportunity of being heard;
(b) have the power to summon and enforce the attendance of any person
acquainted with the facts and circumstances of the case to give evidence or to
produce any document which, in the opinion of the Adjudicating Officer, may be
useful for or relevant to the subject matter of the inquiry.
(4) If the Adjudicating Officer, on such inquiry, is satisfied that the entity in the
Aadhaar ecosystem has failed to comply with any provision of this Act or the rules or
regulations made thereunder or directions issued by the Authority under section 23A,
or has failed to furnish any information, document, or return of report required by the
Authority, the Adjudicating Officer may, by order, impose such penalty under
section 33A as he thinks fit.

Appeals to
Appellate
Tribunal.

33C. (1) The Telecom Disputes Settlement and Appellate Tribunal established
under section 14 of the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India Act, 1997, shall be
Appellate Tribunal for the purposes of hearing appeals against the decision of the
Adjudicating Officer under this Act.

24 of 1997.

(2) A person or entity in the Aadhaar ecosystem aggrieved by an order of the
Adjudicating Officer under section 33B, may prefer an appeal to the Appellate Tribunal
within a period of forty-five days from the date of receipt of the order appealed against,
in such form and manner and accompanied with such fee as may be prescribed:
Provided that the Appellate Tribunal may entertain an appeal after the expiry of
the said period of forty-five days if it is satisfied that there was sufficient cause for not
filing it within that period.
(3) On receipt of an appeal under sub-section (2), the Appellate Tribunal may,
after giving the parties to the appeal an opportunity of being heard, pass such orders
thereon as it thinks fit, confirming, modifying or setting aside the order appealed
against.
(4) The Appellate Tribunal shall send a copy of every order made by it to the
parties to the appeal and to the Adjudicating Officer.
(5) Any appeal filed under sub-section (2) shall be dealt with by the Appellate
Tribunal as expeditiously as possible and every endeavour shall be made by it to
dispose of the appeal within six months from the date on which it is presented to it.
(6) The Appellate Tribunal may, for the purpose of deciding an appeal before it,
call for the records relevant to disposing of such appeal and make such orders as it
thinks fit.
Procedure and
powers of the
Appellate
Tribunal.

33D. The provisions of sections 14-I to 14K (both inclusive), 16 and 17 of the
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India Act, 1997 shall, mutatis mutandis, apply to the
Appellate Tribunal in the discharge of its functions under this Act, as they apply to it
in the discharge of its functions under that Act.
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33E. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908
or in any other law for the time being in force, an appeal shall lie against any order, not
being an interlocutory order, of the Appellate Tribunal to the Supreme Court on any
substantial question of law arising out of such order.

Appeal to
Supreme Court
of India.

(2) No appeal shall lie against any decision or order made by the Appellate
Tribunal which the parties have consented to.
(3) Every appeal under this section shall be preferred within a period of
forty-five days from the date of the decision or order appealed against:
Provided that the Supreme Court may entertain an appeal after the expiry of the
said period of forty-five days if it is satisfied that there was sufficient cause for not
filing it within that period.
33F. No civil court shall have jurisdiction to entertain any suit or proceeding in
respect of any matter which an Adjudicating Officer appointed under this Act or the
Appellate Tribunal is empowered, by or under this Act to determine, and no injunction
shall be granted by any court or other authority in respect of any action taken or to be
taken in pursuance of any power conferred by or under this Act.”.

Civil court not
to have
jurisdiction.

16. In section 38 of the principal Act, for the words “three years”, the words
“ten years” shall be substituted.

Amendment
of section 38.

17. In section 39 of the principal Act, for the words “three years”, the words
“ten years” shall be substituted.

Amendment
of section 39.

18. For section 40 of the principal Act, the following section shall be substituted,
namely:—

Substitution of
new section
for section 40.

“40. Whoever,—
(a) being a requesting entity, uses the identity information of an individual
in contravention of sub-section (2) of section 8; or
(b) being an offline verification-seeking entity, uses the identity information
of an individual in contravention of sub-section (2) of section 8A,

Penalty for
unauthorised
use by
requesting
entity or
offline
verificationseeking entity.

shall be punishable with imprisonment which may extend to three years or with a fine
which may extend to ten thousand rupees or, in the case of a company, with a fine
which may extend to one lakh rupees or with both.”.
19. In section 42 of the principal Act, for the words “one year”, the words
“three years” shall be substituted.

Amendment
of section 42.

20. In section 47 of the principal Act, in sub-section (1), the following proviso shall be
inserted, namely:—

Amendment of
section 47.

“Provided that the court may, on a complaint made by an Aadhaar number
holder or individual take cognizance of any offence punishable under section 34 or 35
or 36 or 37 or 40 or section 41.”.

43 of 1961.

21. After section 50 of the principal Act, the following section shall be inserted,
namely:—

Insertion of
new section
50A.

“50A. Notwithstanding anything contained in the Income-tax Act, 1961 or any
other enactment for the time being in force relating to tax on income, profits or gains,
the Authority shall not be liable to pay income-tax or any other tax in respect of its
income, profits or gains.”.

Exemption
from tax on
income.

22. In section 51 of the principal Act, for the words “Member, officer”, the words
“Member or officer” shall be substituted.
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23. In section 53 of the principal Act, in sub-section (2),—
(i) after clause (a), the following clause shall be inserted, namely:—
“(aa) the purpose for which the requesting entity may be allowed by the
Authority to perform authentication under sub-clause (ii) of clause (b) of
sub-section (4) of section 4;”;
(ii) after clause (g), the following clauses shall be inserted, namely:—
“(ga) the qualification and experience of, and the manner of appointment
of, the Adjudicating Officer under sub-section (1) of section 33B;
(gb) the form, manner, and fee for an appeal to be filed under
sub-section (2) of section 33C;”.

Amendment
of section 54.

24. In section 54 of the principal Act, in sub-section (2),—
(i) for clause (a), the following clause shall be substituted, namely:—
“(a) the entities or group of entities in the Aadhaar ecosystem under
clause (aa), the biometric information under clause (g) and the demographic
information under clause (k), the process of collecting demographic information
and biometric information from the individuals by enrolling agencies under
clause (m), and the modes of offline verification of Aadhaar number holder
under clause (pa) of section 2;”;
(ii) after clause (b), the following clauses shall be inserted, namely:—
“(ba) the manner of generating an alternative virtual identity under
sub-section (4) of section 3;
(bb) the manner in which cancellation of an Aadhaar number may be
carried out under sub-section (2) of section 3A;”;
(iii) after clause (c), the following clauses shall be inserted, namely:—
“(ca) standards of privacy and security to be complied with by the
requesting entities under sub-section (4) of section 4;
(cb) the classification of requesting entities under sub-section (5) of
section 4;”;
(iv) after clause (f), the following clauses shall be inserted, namely:—
“(fa) the alternate and viable means of identification of individual under
the proviso to clause (b) of sub-section (2) of section 8;
(fb) the manner of obtaining consent under clause (a) of sub-section (2),
the manner of providing information to the individual undergoing offline
verification under sub-section (3), and the obligations of offline
verification-seeking entities under clause (c) of sub-section (4) of section 8A;”.

Omission of
section 57.

25. Section 57 of the principal Act shall be omitted.
PART III
AMENDMENT TO THE INDIAN TELEGRAPH ACT, 1885

Amendment
of section 4 of
Act 13 of
1885.

26. In section 4 of the Indian Telegraph Act, 1885, after sub-section (2), the following
sub-sections shall be inserted, namely:—
‘(3) Any person who is granted a license under the first proviso to
sub-section (1) to establish, maintain or work a telegraph within any part of India, shall
identify any person to whom it provides its services by—
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18 of 2016.

(a) authentication under the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and
Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016; or

18 of 2016.

(b) offline verification under the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial
and Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016; or

15 of 1967.

(c) use of passport issued under section 4 of the Passports Act, 1967; or
(d) use of any other officially valid document or modes of identification as
may be notified by the Central Government in this behalf.
(4) If any person who is granted a license under the first proviso to
sub-section (1) to establish, maintain or work a telegraph within any part of India is
using authentication under clause (a) of sub-section (3) to identify any person to
whom it provides its services, it shall make the other modes of identification under
clauses (b) to (d) of sub-section (3) also available to such person.
(5) The use of modes of identification under sub-section (3) shall be a voluntary
choice of the person who is sought to be identified and no person shall be denied any
service for not having an Aadhaar number.
(6) If, for identification of a person, authentication under clause (a) of
sub-section (3) is used, neither his core biometric information nor the Aadhaar number
of the person shall be stored.
(7) Nothing contained in sub-sections (3), (4) and (5) shall prevent the Central
Government from specifying further safeguards and conditions for compliance by any
person who is granted a license under the first proviso to sub-section (1) in respect of
identification of person to whom it provides its services.

18 of 2016.

Explanation.—The expressions “Aadhaar number” and “core biometric
information” shall have the same meanings as are respectively assigned to them in
clauses (a) and (j) of section 2 of the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and
Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016.’.
PART IV
AMENDMENTS TO THE PREVENTION OF MONEY-LAUNDERING ACT, 2002

15 of 2002.

27. In Chapter IV of the Prevention of Money-laundering Act, 2002 (hereafter in this
Part, referred to as the principal Act), before section 12, the following section shall be
inserted, namely:—
‘11A. (1) Every reporting entity shall verify the identity of its clients and the
beneficial owner, by—

18 of 2016.

(a) authentication under the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and
Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016 if the reporting entity is a
banking company; or

18 of 2016.

(b) offline verification under the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial
and Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016; or

15 of 1967.

(c) use of passport issued under section 4 of the Passports Act, 1967; or
(d) use of any other officially valid document or modes of identification as
may be notified by the Central Government in this behalf:

18 of 2016.

Provided that the Central Government may, if satisfied that a reporting entity
other than banking company, complies with such standards of privacy and security
under the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other Subsidies, Benefits and
Services) Act, 2016, and it is necessary and expedient to do so, by notification, permit
such entity to perform authentication under clause (a):
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Provided further that no notification under the first proviso shall be issued
without consultation with the Unique Identification Authority of India established
under sub-section (1) of section 11 of the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and
Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016 and the appropriate regulator.

18 of 2016.

(2) If any reporting entity performs authentication under clause (a) of
sub-section (1), to verify the identity of its client or the beneficial owner it shall make
the other modes of identification under clauses (b), (c) and (d) of sub-section (1) also
available to such client or the beneficial owner.
(3) The use of modes of identification under sub-section (1) shall be a voluntary
choice of every client or beneficial owner who is sought to be identified and no client
or beneficial owner shall be denied services for not having an Aadhaar number.
(4) If, for identification of a client or beneficial owner, authentication or offline
verification under clause (a) or clause (b) of sub-section (1) is used, neither his core
biometric information nor his Aadhaar number shall be stored.
(5) Nothing in this section shall prevent the Central Government from notifying
additional safeguards on any reporting entity in respect of verification of the identity
of its client or beneficial owner.
Explanation.—The expressions “Aadhaar number” and “core biometric
information” shall have the same meanings as are respectively assigned to them in
clauses (a) and ( j) of section 2 of the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and
Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016.’.
Amendment
of section 12.

28. In section 12 of the principal Act, in sub-section (1), clauses (c) and (d) shall be
omitted.

Amendment
of section 73.

29. In section 73 of the principal Act, in sub-section (2), clauses (j) and (jj) shall be
omitted.

Repeal and
savings.

30. (1) The Aadhaar and Other Laws (Amendment) Ordinance, 2019 is hereby repealed.
(2) Notwithstanding the repeal of the said Ordinance, anything done or any action
taken under the said Ordinance shall be deemed to have been done or taken under the
corresponding provisions of this Act.

18 of 2016.

Ord. 9 of
2019.

————

DR . G. NARAYANA RAJU,
Secretary to the Govt. of India.

UPLOADED BY THE MANAGER, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA PRESS, MINTO ROAD, NEW DELHI–110002
AND PUBLISHED BY THE CONTROLLER OF PUBLICATIONS, DELHI–110054.
BANSHI
DHAR
DUBEY

MGIPMRND—1958GI(S3)—24-07-2019.
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Application for Biometric Device Certification under Regulation 8(1) of
Aadhaar (Authentication) Regulations, 2016
Organization Details
Name of the Device
Provider
Registered Office address
Correspondence address
Management Point of
Contact
Technical Point of
Contact
Webpage link,
e-mail address,
Helpdesk number
Details of Service Centers
in India
Name and address of
OEM
Device Details
Device Make and Model
Type
of
device
(Fingerprint/Iris)
Details of device
End of Service date
(End of Service date would
mean the date by which the
device provider will provide
technical support to the
purchasers)
STQC Certification details
Type of Registered Device
(Level 0 / Level 1)
Certified for Operating
Systems
STQC Certification number
Date of issue of STQC
certification
Certification is valid up to
(date)
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Undertaking
This Undertaking is executed by (
Device provider name
), a
<nature of constitution of the biometric authentication device provider>, having
its registered office/principal place of business at <insert the registered office
or principal place of business>duly represented by its authorized representative
<insert the name of the authorized signatory>
By this writing, the undersigned on behalf of …………….………affirms,
declares and undertakes the following:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

That (
Device provider name
) is desirous to
receive UIDAI certification for its biometric device as specified in the
application enclosed herewith.
That (
Device provider name
)hereby
declares that it is fully aware and understands the provisions of The
Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial And Other Subsidies, Benefits
and Services) Act, 2016 (“Aadhaar Act, 2016) and its Regulations
made thereunder and undertakes that it shall at all times abide by
the same.
That (
Device provider name
) is also fully
aware that it shall be liable for penal provisions, as applicable for any
contravention of the Aadhaar Act 2016 and any regulations made
thereunder.
That (
Device provider name
), after the
receipt of UIDAI certification, shall implement all changes in all
biometric devices or its software which may be required by UIDAI from
time to time for the purposes of security, improving the performance
parameters etc. as per device specifications issued by UIDAI from time
to time till the End of Service date.
That (
Device provider name
) undertakes
toprovide support to the entity to which it has supplied the biometric
devices
and
shall
keep
the
device
certification
and
authorization/approval from UIDAI valid for all the biometric device
models in use for Aadhaar Authentication till declared End of Service
(EOS) date for the device. Provided that in case, the (
Device
provider name
) are not able to obtain the certification
and approval from UIDAI for the updated specifications, the (
Device provider name
) undertakes to replace such
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biometric devices with the new UIDAI certified biometric devices at no
additional cost to the purchaser, for the sale concluded on or after
15th March 2017.
6.
That (
Device provider name
) is fully aware
that itshall be liable to an appropriate amount which shall be
mutually decided between us and AUA /KUA, in case:
it is discovered that the device provider private key has been



compromised due to incorrect or buggy implementation or due to
negligence

on

the

part

of

management

server

setup

and

administration.
it is discovered that the device key has been compromised



due

to

a

defect

or

backdoor

or

lack

of

proper

security

implementation within the Registered Device(RD) service.


it is discovered that the biometric replay/injection is possible
within RD service due to a defect or a backdoor or lack of proper
implementation of RD service.
UIDAI shall have no role and / or liability in any condition.

7.
That the (
Device provider name
)
understands and agrees that the UIDAI shall have the right to audit the
biometric device provider manufacturing facility and continuously
monitor and audit the performance and security of all devices in
production. Based on this monitoring / audit, UIDAI may decide to
temporarily suspend any individual devicemodel from the ecosystem. In
the event of temporary suspension, the ( Device provider name
)
undertakes to resolve the identified issue within time period as specified
by UIDAI, failing which the UIDAI certification of device model may be
permanently revoked for which the (
Device provider name
) undertakes to replace all such devices in use in field with UIDAI
certified devices at its own cost. The inspection/audit report will remain
confidential between UIDAI and the device provider.
8.
That the (
Device provider name
)affirms
and declares that the information filled up in the application form and
that this undertaking was placed before the board of directors / partners
of the (
Device provider name
) in its meeting
dated _________ and has been read over and verified to be true and
correct.
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9.
That no particulars have been concealed and upon verification of
the application, the board / partners have approved the same for
submission at the hands of ________________. Any change in the name,
contact details, addresses etc. as filled up in this application form shall
also be immediately conveyed to UIDAI.
10.
That the board resolution / minutes of the meeting dated _________
approving the application form and authorizing ________________ to
submit the same is/are being annexed herewith as Document No. 1.
11.
That the application form being duly filled up and all its
particulars being verified by all the directors / partners each one of them
shall be jointly and severally liable for any discrepancy in the information
supplied herein above and as may be found by the authority.

This undertaking is being executed
……………..2017 at ………………..

on

(Authorized signatory)
Signature: ___________________________________
Name:

_____________________________________

Designation: __________________________________
Organization: __________________________________
Date: _______________________________________
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this

……………….day

of
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Letter Head of AUA

To,
Deputy Director (Authentication)
9th Floor, Tower I,
Jeevan Bharati Building
Connaught Circus
New Delhi-110001
Subject: Appointment of M/s ______________________________ as SubAUA.

This is w.r.t. UIDAI letter No. F-No. K-11022/460/2016-UIDAI
(Auth-II) dated 28-02-2017 where in AUAs were asked to take
permission from UIDAI before appointment of an entity as Sub-AUA.
In this regard we request you to grant permission for appointment of
M/s __________________________________ as Sub-AUA.

Thanks & Regards
(Authorized Signatory)
Name
Designation
Mobile no.

Enclosure: 1. Application Form along with Undertaking
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Application for SUB AUA under Regulation 15 of Aadhaar
(Authentication) Regulations, 2016

Sub AUA Organization Details
Name of the Sub AUA
Sub AUA Code
Registered Office address
Correspondence address
Management Point of Contact
Technical Point of Contact
Purpose for which
Authentication Services will be
used.

1.
2.

(Authorized signatory: Sub-AUA)
Signature: ___________________________________
Name:

_____________________________________

Designation: __________________________________
Organization: _________________________________
Date:

_____________________________________

All the details mentioned above are verified by AUA

(Authorized signatory: AUA)
Signature: ___________________________________
Name:

_____________________________________

Designation: __________________________________
Organization: _________________________________
Date:

_____________________________________
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Joint Undertaking
We (
AUA Organization name
) intend to appoint (
Sub AUA
organization name
) as Sub Authentication User Agency (Sub AUA) and both of
us are fully aware and understand the provisions of The Aadhaar (Targeted
Delivery of Financial And Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016 and
Regulations made thereunder and further warrant that we shall at all times abide
by the same.
We (
AUA Organization name
) and (
Sub AUA organization name )
jointly and severally certify that the information filled up in the application form
and supplied therewith has been read over and verified to be true and correct to
our personal knowledge and belief and no particulars have been concealed.
By this writing, the undersigned on behalf of ( AUA Organization name) and
(Sub AUA Organization name ) affirm, declare and undertake the following:
1.

We (
AUA Organization name
) shall ensure that the Aadhaar
authentication services are used by Sub AUA (
Sub AUA Organization
name
) only for the purpose as mentioned in the application form.

2.

(
AUA Organization name
) shall create separate License Key and
assign unique Sub-AUA code to the Sub-AUA (
Sub AUA Organization
name
), which shall not further be shared with any other person or
entity for any purpose.

3.

(
AUA Organization name
) shall ensure that the Sub AUA (
Sub
AUA Organization name
) complies with the provisions of the Aadhaar
Act, 2016 and its Regulations, processes, standards, guidelines,
specifications and protocols of the Authority that are applicable to the
requesting entity.

4.

We, (
AUA Organization name
) and (
Sub AUA Organization
name
) shall be jointly and severally liable for non-compliance of the
Aadhaar Act, 2016 and its Regulations, processes, standards, guidelines
and protocols of the Authority and shall be liable for disincentives and
penalties as per the schedule of disincentives of AUA agreement and other
provisions of the Aadhaar Act, 2016 and its Regulations.

5.

We (
AUA Organization name
) shall ensure that the client
application to be used for Aadhaar authentication is developed and digitally
signed by us OR Sub-AUA (
Sub AUA Organization name
) shall
integrate digitally signed SDK developed by us in their client application for
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capturing Aadhaar information like Aadhaar number, biometric details,
demographic details etc.
6.

(
AUA Organization name
) shall ensure that the (
Sub AUA
Organization name
) client application or SDK, as the case may be, for
Aadhaar authentication is audited, at the time of appointment of (
Sub
AUA Organization name
) and also every year thereafter, by information
systems auditor(s) certified by STQC / CERT-IN and compliance audit report
is submitted to UIDAI

7.

(
AUA Organization name
) and (
Sub AUA Organization name
) have ensured that the declared information filled up in the application
form as well as this undertaking was placed before the board of directors /
partners of our respective organizations in their meetings dated _________
and dated __________ and has been read over and verified to be true and
correct.

8.

No particulars have been concealed and upon verification of the application,
the board / partners have approved the same for submission at the hands of
________________. Any change in the name, contact details, addresses etc. as
filled up in this application form shall also be immediately conveyed to
UIDAI.

9.

The board resolutions / minutes of the meetings dated _________ and dated
__________ approving the application form and authorizing ________________
to submit the same are being annexed herewith.

10.

The application form having been duly filled up and all its particulars having
been verified by all the directors / partners, each one of them shall be jointly
and severally liable for any discrepancy in the information supplied herein
above and as may be found by the authority.
This undertaking is being executed
_____________2017 at __________________.

on

this

__________

day

of

Authorized signatory of (AUA Organization Authorized signatory of (Sub AUA Organization
name )
name )
Signature: _______________
Name: __________________
Designation: ______________
Organization: _____________
Date: ___________________

Signature: _______________
Name: __________________
Designation: ______________
Organization: _____________
Date: ___________________

___________

___________
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DO’s FOR AADHAAR USER AGENCIES/DEPARTMENTS
1. Read Aadhaar Act, 2016 and its Regulations carefully and ensure
compliance of all the provisions of the Aadhaar Act, 2016 and its
Regulations.
2. Ensure that everyone involved in Aadhaar related work is well conversant
with provisions of Aadhaar Act, 2017 and its Regulations as well as
processes, policies specifications, guidelines, circular etc issued by UIDAI
from time to time.
3. Create internal awareness about consequences of breaches of data as per
Aadhaar Act, 2016.
4. Follow the information security guidelines of UIDAI as released from time
to time.
5. Full Aadhaar number display must be controlled only for the Aadhaar
holder or various special roles/users having the need within the
agency/department. Otherwise, by default, all displays should be masked.
6. Verify that all data capture point and information dissemination points
(website, report etc) should comply with UIDAI’s security requirements.
7. If agency is storing Aadhaar number in database, data must be encrypted
and stored. Encryption keys must be protected securely, preferably using
HSMs. If simple spreadsheets are used, it must be password protected and
securely stored.
8. Access controls to data must be in place to make sure Aadhaar number
along with personally identifiable demographic data is protected.
9. For Aadhaar number look up in database, either encrypt the input and
then look up the record or use hashing to create Aadhaar number based
index.
10. Regular audit must be conducted to ensure Aadhaar number and linked
data is protected.
11. Ensure that employees and officials understand the implications of the
confidentiality and data privacy breach.
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12. An individual in the organization must be made responsible for protecting
Aadhaar linked personal data. That person should be in charge of the
security of system, access control, audit, etc.
13. Identify and prevent any potential data breach or publication of personal
data.
14. Ensure swift action on any breach personal data.
15. Ensure no Aadhaar data is displayed or disclosed to external agencies or
unauthorized persons.
16. Informed consent - Aadhaar holder should clearly be made aware of the
usage, the data being collected, and its usage. Aadhaar holder consent
should be taken either on paper or electronically.
17. Authentication choice - When doing authentication, agency should provide
multiple ways to authenticate (fingerprint, iris, OTP) to ensure all Aadhaar
holders are able to use it effectively.
18. Multi-factor for high security - When doing high value transactions, multifactor authentication must be considered.
19. Create Exception handling mechanism on following lines20. It is expected that a small percentage of Aadhaar holders will not be
able to do biometric authentication. It is necessary that a well-defined
exception handling mechanism be put in place to ensure inclusion.
21. If fingerprint is not working at all even after using multi-finger
authentication, then alternate such as Iris or OTP must be provided.
22. If the schemes is family based (like PDS system), anyone in the family must
be able to authenticate to avail the benefit. This ensures that even if one
person is unable to do any fingerprint authentication, someone else in the
family is able to authenticate. This reduces the error rate significantly.
23. If none of the above is working (multi-finger, Iris, anyone in family, etc.),
then agency must allow alternate exception handling schemes using card or
PIN or other means.
24. All authentication usage must follow with notifications/receipts of
transactions.
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25. All agencies implementing Aadhaar authentication must provide effective
grievances handling mechanism via multiple channels (website, call-center,
mobile app, sms, physical-center, etc.).
26. Get all the applications using Aadhaar audited & certified for its data
security by appropriate authority such as STQC/CERT-IN.
27. Use only STQC/UIDAI certified biometric devices for Aadhaar
authentication.

DONT’s FOR AADHAAR USER AGENCIES/DEPARTMENTS
1. Do not publish any personal identifiable data including Aadhaar in public
domain/websites etc. Publication of Aadhaar details is punishable under
Aadhaar act.
2. Do not store biometric information of Aadhaar holders collected for
authentication.
3. Do not store any Aadhaar based data in any unprotected endpoint devices,
such as PCs, laptops or smart phones or tablets or any other devices.
4. Do not print/display out personally identifiable Aadhaar data mapped with
any other departmental data such as on ration card/birth certificate/caste
certificate/any other certificate/document. Aadhaar number if required to
be printed, Aadhaar number should be truncated or masked. Only last four
digits of Aadhaar can be displayed/printed.
5. Do not capture/store/use Aadhaar data without consent of the resident as
per Aadhaar act. The purpose of use of Aadhaar information needs to be
disclosed to the resident.
6. Do not disclose any Aadhaar related information to any
external/unauthorized agency or individual or entity.
7. Do not locate servers or other IT storage system/ devices having Aadhaar
data outside of a locked, fully secured and access-controlled room
8. Do not permit any unauthorized people to access stored Aadhaar data
9. Do not share Authentication license key with any other entity.
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Unique Identification Authority of India

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) – Aadhaar Data vault / Reference keys
Ref: UIDAI circular dated 25.07.2017

1. What is Aadhaar Data Vault
Aadhaar Data Vault is a centralized storage for all the Aadhaar numbers collected by the AUAs/KUAs/Sub-AUAs/ or any other
agency for specific purposes under Aadhaar Act and Regulations, 2016. It is a secure system inside the respective agency’s
infrastructure accessible only on need to know basis.

2. What is the objective of Aadhaar Data Vault
Aadhaar number has been identified as “Identity Information” under the Aadhaar Act 2016 and can uniquely identify residents in
India. Since Aadhaar number is a lifetime identity for Indians and shall be used to avail various services including services involving
financial transactions, unauthorized access to Aadhaar number may be misused in many ways.
1
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Objective of Aadhaar Data Vault is to reduce the footprint of Aadhaar numbers within the systems / environment of the
organization hence reduce the risk of unauthorized access.

3. Does Aadhaar Data Vault refer to any technology?
Aadhaar Data vault is a concept for storage of Aadhaar numbers in one particular storage within the environment of the
organization to reduce the footprint of Aadhaar numbers. It does not refer to any technology. The decision of procuring a
technology to implement Aadhaar Data vault or implementing Aadhaar Data vault internally lies with the respective organization.

4. Who needs to implement Aadhaar Data Vault
All agencies which store Aadhaar number are required to create an Aadhaar data vault. These agencies may or may not be
AUAs/KUAs/Sub-AUAs. They could be an organization that stores Aadhaar numbers for internal identification purposes such as
attendance management, linking with PF etc. All the agencies that store Aadhaar numbers in a structured and electronic form such
as a Database need to implement Aadhaar Data Vault.

2
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5. Are there any implementation guidelines for Aadhaar Data Vault?
The implementation of Aadhaar Data vault needs to be decided by the respective organization with the assistance of their internal
technical teams. The implementation should meet the objective of the circular.

6. Which encryption algorithm is required for encryption of Aadhaar numbers and related data in the Aadhaar
Data Vault as per the requirement of the circular?
UIDAI has not specified any encryption algorithm or key strength for the encryption of Aadhaar data vault, however other
standards / specifications of UIDAI may be referred for algorithm and key length such as Auth api specifications or eKYC api
specifications where it states RSA 2048 for Public key encryption and AES 256 for symmetric encryption (this is as per current
version and the standards may change with time). Industry standards / Best practices should be followed in absence of such
specifications.

7. Is it required to have separate VLAN for the Aadhaar Data Vault
The Aadhaar Data Vault containing Aadhaar number/data and the referencing system must be kept in a highly restricted network
zone that is isolated from any untrusted zone and other internal network zones. Agencies may create only a virtual separation for
Aadhaar data vault, however such agencies need to ensure they comply with the requirements of the notice such as access control,
logical segregation in zones etc.

3
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8. What are reference keys
In order to reduce the footprint of Aadhaar numbers in the ecosystem, each Aadhaar number is to be referred by an additional key
called as Reference Key. These keys will replace Aadhaar numbers in the organizations ecosystem and mapping of reference key
and Aadhaar number is to be maintained in the Aadhaar Data Vault.

9. Is it possible to use existing unique values for a user to be used as reference keys. Such as Bank account
numbers or PAN numbers be used as reference keys?
The organization may use any reference keys as long as it can be uniquely mapped to the respective Aadhaar numbers and meets
the requirement of the circular such as Aadhaar numbers should not be predictable if corresponding reference keys or set of keys
are available. Organization should consider other implications of using Bank account / PAN card as reference keys which may be
local to the environment.

10.

Can existing HSMs be used for storing the encryption keys

Agencies may use the existing HSMs. HSMs used to store the keys for encryption of Aadhaar data vault cannot be shared with any
other agency / legal entity. Security of the partitions storing Aadhaar data vault keys need to be ensured by the agency.

4
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11. If the Aadhaar number needs to be sent to UIDAI server or NPCI , how would it be communicated using
reference keys?
Reference keys are local to agency/organization and is not required to be shared with UIDAI server or NPCI. Wherever Aadhaar
number needs to be sent outside the agency for a genuine business, it may be sent to complete the transaction. However when the
details of the transaction are to be saved within the environment, corresponding reference keys should be stored instead of Aadhaar
numbers. After completion of the transaction, reference key for the corresponding Aadhaar number needs to be obtained from the
Aadhaar Data vault through APIs.

12. How are the scanned/physical copies of the Aadhaar numbers be stored in the Aadhaar Data vault?
For the agencies which store the scanned images of Aadhaar cards or physical copies of Aadhaar cards as per TRAI / RBI etc., the
storage of scanned images or physical cards do not come in scope of this notice or requirement. The agencies need to keep the
scanned copies encrypted and ensure security of both scanned copies and physical copies as per Aadhaar Act 2016 and Regulations.
Agency should ensure compliance to the security and privacy requirements for storage of scanned images or hard copies as per
Aadhaar Act 2016 and Regulations.

13. Is it allowed to store Aadhaar number as masked value in any systems apart from Aadhaar Vault? Ex : 1234
**** 5678
Aadhaar numbers either in encrypted form or masked form should not be stored in any other storage except Aadhaar Data vault.
5
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14. Can Aadhaar number be used for resetting password as security questions?
Some agencies are storing Aadhaar number to be able to answer the security question for a password reset request. These agencies
cannot store the Aadhaar number anywhere else apart from the Aadhaar data vault and they come in scope of the requirement.
However if these agencies want to store only the last 4 digits of the Aadhaar number for internal authentication purposes such as
a security question they may store the same. In no situation Aadhaar number except the last 4 digits may be stored outside the
Aadhaar Data vault.

15. Can multiple reference be generated and used with a single Aadhaar card
Multiple reference keys may be generated for a single Aadhaar if there is such business case which requires to refer one Aadhaar
number by different reference keys in the internal ecosystem of the agency. In such case, the agency shall ensure compliance to the
other requirements of the circular.

16. Is it required to replace all the Aadhaar number with the reference keys which are being used in the existing

infrastructure in multiple databases
Agency needs to create an Aadhaar data vault and replace Aadhaar numbers in all existing databases with the respective reference
keys even if Aadhaar number is stored encrypted in several databases within the agency.
6
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17. Aadhaar (Authentication) regulations 2016 require to store the Aadhaar number in the transaction logs. Is it
required to replace all these Aadhaar number with the reference keys?
For the requirement of mandatory storage of Aadhaar number in the logs for authentication / e-KYC transactions, the agencies
need to replace the Aadhaar numbers in the Logs Databases with the corresponding reference keys. For future transactions, only
reference keys shall be stored in the logs and if for any regulatory or genuine business purpose the transaction logs need to be
provided outside the agency / organization same shall be provided along with the Aadhaar number.

18.There are backups already taken of the databases containing Aadhaar numbers by some agencies. Is it
required to replace all the Aadhaar number with the reference keys in the back up of logs/databases already
taken in the past
These agencies may continue to store such backups which have existing Aadhaar numbers as long as the data is kept encrypted.

19. Can the hash of Aadhaar card be used as reference keys
Agency / Organization may choose any method for generation of reference key. The chosen Reference Key generation method is to
ensure that the recovery of the original Aadhaar number must not be computationally feasible knowing only the reference key or
number of reference keys. It is suggested that a UUID (Universally Unique Identifier represented via hex string) scheme be used
to create such reference key so that from such reference key, Aadhaar number can neither can be guessed nor reverse engineered.
7
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20.

Which industry standard to be followed for key generation/ encryption

The organization may choose appropriate industry standard as per its requirement as long as it meets the requirement of the
circular.

21. Whether a particular agency can provide reference key provisioning as a central service to its Sub – AUAs?
Since the AUAs are already obligated for the compliance of its Sub-AUAs and already has all Aadhaar numbers of its Sub-AUAs as
part of the transaction logs, AUAs may provide reference provisioning as a central service to its Sub-AUAs. Access to mapping
databases / Aadhaar Data vault need to be on a need to know basis. Other risks of providing reference key service as a central
service need to be considered by the Sub-AUA / AUA.
22.

Can HSM service be stored on cloud and provide service to sub-AUA's

Since an AUA already is obligated for the compliance of its Sub-AUAs and already has all Aadhaar numbers of its Sub-AUAs as
part of the transaction logs, HSM may be provided by the AUA as a central service to its Sub-AUAs. In no other circumstance HSM
shall be shared with other agencies / organizations as it implies sharing of Aadhaar numbers and other related data with that
organization.

8
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23.

Can we use the same VM for business application & Aadhaar vault application

The Aadhaar Data Vault containing Aadhaar number/data and the referencing system must be kept in a highly restricted network
zone that is isolated from any untrusted zone and other internal network zones. Compliance with circular and Aadhaar act needs
to be ensured.

24.

Is it allowed to store Aadhaar Number in other systems than vault if the system provides HSM level

encryption for storage / usage of Aadhaar Number
All entities / agencies are directed to mandatorily store Aadhaar Numbers and any connected Aadhaar data (e.g. eKYC XML
containing Aadhaar number and data) only on a separate secure database/vault/system. Aadhaar numbers shall not be stored in
any other systems. If the agency wants to term the existing Database as Aadhaar Data vault and can meet the other requirements
of the circular, such agency may do so. In that case the agency must ensure that Aadhaar numbers are only stored on this database
and removed from other databases.

25.

Can we use any method to generate reference key or only UUID to be used as recommended in the circular?

Any method may be used to generate the reference key as long as it meets the requirements of the circular.

9
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26.

What is the nomenclature / convention to be followed for Unique_Ref_Number_Generation for Aadhaar?

This is left to organization to choose nomenclature/convention as long as it ensure that the recovery of the original Aadhaar number
must not be computationally feasible knowing only the reference key or number of reference keys.

27.

By when agencies must be compliant to the system of implementing Aadhaar Vault?

The organizations must start the implementation of the Aadhaar Data vault immediately. The same shall be checked during the
next independent audit to be conducted by the agency itself or by UIDAI.

28.

Which version to opt for in the technical specification of HSM. Ex: FIPS 140-2 Level 2 or FIPS 140-2 Level

3 HSM?
UIDAI has not recommended any specifications for HSM. Organization may follow the Industry best practice such as NIST etc.

10
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29.

As Aadhaar number is used for carrying out DBT transactions, AEPS transactions etc., will the Aadhaar

number will be continued to be used while processing the transactions?
Aadhaar number may be used wherever necessary to process the transactions, however when the transaction related data or
Aadhaar related data is stored, Aadhaar numbers should not be stored in any other storage than Aadhaar Data Vault.

30.

At the time of transaction processing the application will refer to Aadhaar vault only to derive the account

to which the amount is to be credited or debited and the transaction will be carried out accordingly.
The Aadhaar Data vault should ideally maintain only the mapping of Aadhaar numbers and corresponding reference numbers.
Hence any access to data vault (except for maintenance purposes / Administration purposes) should only be to refer this mapping.

31. Will there be an audit required after the implementation of Aadhaar Data Vault.
UIDAI does not mandate an audit after the implementation of Aadhaar Data vault. However same should be checked in the next
periodic external audit as per UIDAI requirement. However the agency should maintain some documentation to demonstrate that
the implementation meets the requirement of UIDAI circular. This could be in the form of an internal audit from an independent
team or confirmation on the points of the circular by the internal technology or security team (independent).

11
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भारतीय िविश ट पहचान ािधकरण
अिधसूचना

नई दली, 28 जून, 2018
िवषय :

परप सं. 2018 का 08
माणीकरण योता एजिसय ारा वग"कृ त $थानीय
थानीय माणीकरण योता एजिसय अथा'त टेलीकॉम सेवा दाता, रा ,ीय
आवास ब/क िनयंित िव0तीय क1पिनय
अस', सीसीए िनयंित ई-साइन दाता, गैर-बीमा क1पिनय
पिनय, नॉननॉन-ब/क पीपीआई इ4यूअस'
पिनय,
एनबीएफसी इ0या7द
या7द ारा आधार सं8या और सीिमत ईई-के वाईसी के $थान
थान पर वचुअ' ल आईडी और यूआईडी टोकन का उपयोग
करना

माणीकरण भाग फा.सं.के .11020/217/2018-यूआईडीएआई
ईडीएआई (माणीकरण-I).—यूआईडीएआई ने अपने परप सं

. 1

दनांक 10.01.2018 (वचु!अल आईडी, यूआईडी टोकन और सीिमत ई-के वाईसी का "या#वयन) और परप सं. 5 दनांक 16.05.2018
(वैि(क )माणीकरण )यो-ता एज0िसय1 और 2थानीय )माणीकरण )यो-ता एज0िसय1 का वग5करण) के 6ारा )माणीकरण )यो-ता
एज0िसय1 (ए.यू.ए) और )माणीकरण सेवा एज0िसय1 (ए.एस.ए) को वचु!अल आईडी, यूआईडी टोकन और सीिमत ई-के वाईसी के )भावी
"या#वयन हेतु अपने )माणीकरण िस2टम म0 आव:यक परवत!न करने के िनद;श दए थे।
2.
डाटा सुर>ा और आधार धारक1 क@ गोपनीयता को Aयान म0 रखते Cए यूआईडीएआई ने परप संDया 5 दनांक 16.05.2018
के 6ारा कु छ )माणीकरण )यो-ता एज0िसय1 को 2थानीय )माणीकरण )यो-ता एज0िसय1 अथा!त् टेलीकॉम सेवा )दाता, राHIीय आवास
बKक िनयंित िवLतीय कMपिनय1 के Nप म0 वग5कृ त )माणीकरण )यो-ता एज0िसय1, नॉन-बKक पीपीआई इ:यूअस!, सीसीए िनयंित
ई-साइन )दाता, गैर-बीमा कMपिनय1, एनबीएफसी आद को वग5कृ त करने का िनण!य िलया था। ये एज0िसयां आधार संDया के 2थान पर
वचु!अल आईडी और यूआईडी टोकन का उपयोग करके सीिमत ई-के वाईसी )माणीकरण हेतु ए-सेस उपलSध कराएंगी।
3.
यह उलेखनीय है क उपयु!-त )माणीकरण )यो-ता एज0िसय1 को अपने Tाहक1 से आधार संDया लेनी होगी और संबंिधत
कानून1 अथा!त् धन शोधन िनवारण (अिभलेख1 का अनुर>ण) िनयम, 2005 के िनयम 9 (4) और िनयम 9(15), समय-समय पर जनसंचार
िवभाग (डीओटी) 6ारा जारी िनद;श1 के तहत अपने िनयंक1 6ारा )दLत )ािधकार के अनुसार आधार )माणीकरण करना होगा।

3675 GI/2018

(1)
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चूंक वचु!अल आईडी और यूआईडी टोकन आधार संDया के िविभ#न Nप हK, अत: )ािधकरण आधार ()माणीकरण) िविनयम,
के अधीन )दLत शिWय1 का )योग करते Cए एतXारा यह 2पHट करता है क वचु!अल आईडी और यूआईडी टोकन
2थानीय )माणीकरण )यो-ता एज0सी/के वाईसी )यो-ता एज0िसय1 (एयूए/के यूए) 6ारा )ािधकरण 6ारा अिधकृ त कए जाने पर आधार
संDया के 2थान पर िविधवत् 2वीकार कया जाए और इ#ह0 संबंिधत िविनयम1 के अनुपालनाथ! आधार संDया के Nप म0 माना जाएगा।

4.

2016 के िविनयम, 30

उपयु!-त को दृिZगत करते Cए 2थानीय )माणीकरण )यो-ता एज0िसय1 को तदनुसार िनद;श दया जाता है क वे अपने संबंिधत
िनयंक1 क@ अपे>ा[ के अनुपालन म0 आधार संDया और सीिमत ई-के वाईसी के 2थान पर वचु!अल आईडी और यूआईडी टोकन के उपयोग
हेतु अपने )माणीकरण िस2टम म0 आव:यक परवत!न कर0।
5.

Nिप#दर \सह, उप महािनदेशक ()माणीकरण)
िव]ापन-III/4/असा./120/18-19]

[

THE UNIQUE IDENTIFICATION AUTHORITY OF INDIA
NOTIFICATION
New Delhi, the 28th June, 2018
CIRCULAR No. 08 of 2018
Sub:

Use of Virtual ID and UID Token in lieu of Aadhaar number and Limited e-KYC by AUAs classified as
Local AUAs viz. Telecom Service Providers, National Housing Bank regulated Finance Companies, Nonbank PPI Issuers, CCA regulated eSign Providers, non-Life Insurance Companies, NBFCs etc.

Authentication Division F. No. K-11020/217/2018-UIDAI (Auth-I).—UIDAI vide its Circular No. 1 dated
10.01.2018 (Implementation of Virtual ID, UID Token and Limited KYC) and Circular No. 5 dated 16.05.2018
(Classification of Global AUAs and Local AUAs), had directed AUAs and ASAs to make necessary changes in their
authentication systems for effective implementation of Virtual ID, UID Token and Limited e-KYC.
2.
In the interest of data security and privacy of Aadhaar holders, UIDAI vide circular No. 5 dated 16.05.2018, had
decided to classify certain AUAs as Local AUAs viz. Telecom Service Providers, National Housing Bank regulated
Finance Companies, Non-bank PPI Issuers, CCA regulated eSign Providers, non-Life Insurance Companies, NBFCs etc
which will be provided access to limited e-KYC authentication using Virtual ID and UID Token in lieu of Aadhaar
number.
3.
It is noted that the aforesaid AUAs are required to collect the Aadhaar number of their clients and undertake
Aadhaar authentication as mandated by their Regulators under respective laws viz. Rule 9(4) and Rule 9(15) of the
Prevention of Money Laundering (Maintenance of Records) Rules, 2005, instructions issued by Department of
Telecommunication (DoT) from time to time etc.
4.
Since Virtual ID and UID Token are different forms of Aadhaar number the Authority, in exercise of its powers
under Regulation 30 of the Aadhaar (Authentication) Regulations, 2016, hereby clarifies that Virtual ID and UID token
may therefore be duly accepted by Local AUAs/KUAs in lieu of Aadhaar number when so mandated by the Authority
and will be deemed as the Aadhaar number for the purposes of compliance of their respective Regulations.
5.
In view of the above, the Local AUAs are accordingly directed to make necessary changes in their
authentication systems for use of virtual ID, UID Token in lieu of Aadhaar number and limited e-KYC to comply with
requirements of their respective Regulators.
RUPINDER SINGH, Dy. Director General (Auth.)
[ADVT.-III/4/Exty./120/18-19]
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F. No.K-l 1022/630/201 7-UIDAI (Auth.II)
Govern ment of India

Uniouc Identification Authoritv of India
(Authcntication Division)

3'd floor,

UIDAI Headquarters

Bangla Sahib Road, Gole Market
New Delhi - ll0 001:

Date: 02.04.2019

CIRCULAR NO. 02 OF 2OI9
Reference is invited to

UIDAI's Circular oleven number dated 31" May 2017 whereby
all the AUAs/KUAs/ASAs, who were either in pre-production or production or both
environments, were directed to deposit License Fee at prescribed rates valid for aperiod of2
years with effect lrom l'r June, 201 7.

2.

Now the validity period of 2 ycars stated above is going to expire on 31.05.2019. t-lence,
all such A UAs/KL.lAs/ASAs rvho are rvilling to continue their Aadhaar usage are directed to
deposit the license lee at the rales prcscribed below by 31.05.2019 along with CST @ I8%
thereupon:

st.
No.

I

2

Typc

of

entity

Liccnsc fee

Validity

Pre-Product ion

Rs. l0 lakh

3 months

Live/ Production

Rs. I crore

2 years

Pre-Production

Rs.5lakh

3 months

Live/ Production

Rs. 20 lakh

2 years

Sta

tus

ASA

AUA/ KUA

3.

Any delay in deposit o f license f'ees beyond 3 I .05.20 I 9 will attract lare payment charges
@ l% of licensc f'ccs pcr month or part thcrcofalong with GST @ l8% thereupon. Further, nonpayment of license I'ee by 31.05.2019 may lcad to immediate suspension of authentication
license key.

4.

The above mentioned licensc fce is non-rel'undablc under any circumstances. including
but not limited to the cvent of the entity (AUA/Kl.lAlASn ) closing its business before the period
for which fee has bcen paid or in casc thc ALrlhoriry cancels the licensc/ Agreement.
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5.

l-hose AUAs/ KUAs/ ASAs who do not agree to the
above terms and conditions may
initiate process of surrendering their license in accordance with
Regulation 23 of Aadhaar
(A uthentication) Regulations. 2016 and relevant
clauses of Agreement with UIDAI within l5
days of issue of this circular. Accordingly their authentication
license will be revoked from
0 L06.20 t9.

6.

]'his issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

G
grl
To

All ASAs/ AUAs/ KUAs
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HI{O

rlron

Government of lndia

qr{fiq frRrE qrqn qrfuorq
6fl+{ qqa

Unique ldentification Authority of lndia (UlDAl)
3nqR 5@rdq, ii.Tdr vtfrq ts, or$ nftr d fld
.il-d qrtr-c, Ti ft-d-l10001
Aadhaar H.Q., Bangla Sahib Road, Behind Kali Mandir,
Gole Market, New Delhi-l10001

Dated : 25rh November, 201 9

No. 1 -1l2019-UlDAl (DBT)

CIRCULAR

Subject: Guidelines on use of Aadhaar under section 7 of the Aadhaar Act
2016 (as amended by the Aadhaar and Other Laws (Amendment) Act,

2019) by the State Governments for the schemes funded out of
Consolidated Fund of State.
The use of Aadhaar as identity document for delivery of services or benefits or
subsidies simplifies the Government delivery processes, brings in transparency and
efficiency, and enables beneficiaries to get their entitlements directly in a convenient
and seamless manner by obviating the need to produce multiple documents to prove
one's identity.

2.

The provisions of the Aadhaar Act, 2016 had come into effect from 12th
September 2016 through a Gazette notification. Subsequently, to give effect to the

provisions of the Act, various Regulations under the Aadhaar Act have been notified
by UIDAI in the official Gazette. Further, the Aadhaar and Other Laws (Amendment)
Act, 2019 has been notified on 24th July 2019 after its passing by the Parliament,
which inter-alia, includes an amendment of section 7 of the Aadhaar Act, as under:

"ln section 7 of the principal Act, after the words "the Consolidated Fund of
lndia", the words "or the Consolidated Fund of Sfate" shall be inserted."

3.
a

Section 7 of the Aadhaar Act 2016 stipulates that as a condition for receipt of
subsidy, benefit or service for which the expenditure is incurred from the

Consolidated Fund of lndia or the Consolidated Fund of States, the Central
Government or the State Government may require the individual to undergo Aadhaar
authentication or furnish proof of possesston of Aadhaar number. Hon'ble Supreme
Court of lndia in its judgment dated 26th September 2018 in the Writ Petition (Civil)
No. 494: Justlce K. S. Puttaswamy v. Union of lndia, has further clarified the
interpretation of section 7 and held as under (Ref. para 322 and para 447 (2)(m)'
page 555 of the judgement)
"(a) 'benefits' and 'seNices' as mentioned in Section 7 should be those which have
the colour of some kind of subsidies etc., namely, welfarc schemes of the
Govemment whercby Government is doling out such benefits which are targeled at a
pafticular depived class.
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(b) The expenditure thercof has to be drawn from the Consotidated Fund of lndia.

(c) On that basis, CBSE, NEET, JET, |JGC etc. cannot make the rcquirement of
Aadhaar mandatory as they are outside the puuiew of Section 7 and are not backed
by any law". (emphasis supplied)

The Supreme Court has, thus interpreted 'benefits' in section 7 as welfare
measures targeted at a particular deprived class of persons. This class of persons as
interpreted by the Supreme Court can be construed as a specific group of people
having in common their socio-economic status as well as the broad causes of having
that particular status. lt has also been clarified by the aforementioned judgment that
since earnings by an individual are a matter of right they cannot be covered by

7 of the Aadhaar Act.

Therefore, payment of remuneration, and other
expenses to employees or contractual manpower cannot be considered as 'benefits'
section

under section 7 of the Aadhaar Act.

Further, Section 3A(3) inserted vide lhe Aadhaar and Other Laws
(Amendment) Act, 2019 stipulates that notwithstanding anything contained in section
7, a child shall not be denied any benefit, subsidy or service for failure to establish

his identity by undergoing authentication or furnishing proof of possession of
Aadhaar number or in case of a child to whom no Aadhaar number has been
assigned, producing an application for enrolment.

4.

Until now, using section 7 of the Aadhaar Act 2016, only Central Ministries/

Departments have been mandating use of Aadhaar of the beneficiaries under their
respective schemes (both under Central administration and Central sponsorship)
through publishing section 7 notifications in the Gazette of lndia, after due vetting of

the same by the Ministry of Law & Justice. UIDAI has been facilitating the process of
vetting of all these notifications since November 2016.

5.

As per provisions in the Aadhaar and Other Laws (Amendment) Act, 2019, the
State Governments can henceforth, mandate use of Aadhaar authentication for the
beneficiaries under section 7 of the Aadhaar Act 2016 in those schemes which are

of

Consolidated Fund of the State. ln order to do so, the State
Governments will need to issue notifications under section 7 of the Aadhaar Act,
2016 in respect of the specific schemes, similar to the ones as published by the

funded out

Central Ministries/Departments.

6.

Accordingly, it is suggested that the State Governments may lake the
following steps to issue section 7 notifications under their specific schemes which
are funded out of Consolidated Fund of the State:

a) The State Governments may first identify the schemes for use of Aadhaar
where 'benefits' are given to the 'individuals', and ensure that the schemes
fulfil the criteria of being eligible under section 7 of the Aadhaar Act, as per
Page 2 of 3
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the judgement of the Hon'bre supreme court dated 26th september 201g
(Ref. para 3 above).

b) Thereafter, a draft notification

for the specific scheme may be prepared by the
Department implementing the scheme, and vetted by the Legar Department
of
the state Government before pubrishing it, as per the extant procedure.

c)

The state Governments may use a standard template of section 7 notification
(Annex-l). ln case, children are beneficiaries under any scheme, an
additional paragraph is required to be inserted as per section 3A (3) of the
Aadhaar and other Laws (Amendment) Act, 2019. A sampre of chirdren
specific scheme notification is enclosed at Annex_Z.

d) After publication of the section 7 notification in the state Gazette, the state
Governments may approach Authentication Division of U rDAr He seeking
necessary permission (if not already received) for online authentication of the
beneficiaries under the respective schemes. ln this regard, guidelines
available on
UIDAI's website
may be referred to
(httos://www.uidai.oov.in/imaoes/resource/Comoendium

7.

Auoust

This circular has been placed on UIDAI's website

201 g.odfl

.

(hros://www. uidai.oov.in/abour

uidai/leoal-f rameworucircula rs. html).

&rm"
Chief

Kumar)
cer, UIDAI

Enclosures:

1.

2.
3.

4.

Annex-1: sample Temptab or Aadhaar section 7 Notification for the state schemes
where beneficiaies are other than children
Annex-2: sample Temptate of Aadhaar section 7 Notification for the state sche/res
wherc beneficiaies are children
office Memorandum of DBT Mission cabinet secretariat dated 19ih December 2017:
'use of Aadhaar in Benefit schemes of Govemment
- Exception Handring'
(httos'//dbtbharat.oov.in/data/or/Aadhaar Er"eotion Handliro
OM 1 9.1 2201 7.odf)
ulDAl circular dated 24'h october 2017: 'Exception handling in pubtic Distibution
Services and other welfarc Schemes,

To
Chief Secretaries, All State Governments
Copy for information to:
1. Secretary (Coordination), DBT Mission, Cabinet Secretariat
2. Joint secretary (in charge of UrDAr), M/o Erectronics and rnformation
Technology

3.

4

Dy. Director General, All Regional Offices, UIDAI
Authentication/Legal Divisions, UIDAI He
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Annex-1: s-ample Template of Aadhaar section 7 Notafication for the
state
Schemes where beneficiaries are Crther than children

[fO BE PUBLISHED lN THE finsert

name

of relevant gazette]l

of [rnserf name of appropriate state government]
linsert name of relevant Department-of the state-governmenil
-Government

NOTIFICATION

linsert name of relevant city),

the

_-_________-,2019

S.O............(E),_ Whereas, the use of Aadhaar as an identity document for
delivery of services or benefits or subsidies simplifies the Government
derivery

processes, brings in transparency and efficiency, and enabres
beneficiaries to get
their entitlements direcily in a convenient and seamress manner by
obviating the
need to produce multiple documents to prove one,s identity;

And whereas, the [rnsert name of rerevant department] (hereinafter
referred to as the Depariment), is administerrng the
[rnserf name of rerevant
schemel (hereinafter referred to as the scheme) to
[rnsert description of the
scr,emel , which is being implemented through the
[r,ser, name of implementing
agency at the state reverl (hereinafter referred to as the tmprementing Agency(ies));
And whereas, under the Scheme, linsei description of the benefit!
(hereinafter referred to as the benefit) is given to the
[rrsert description of the
beneficiariesl (hereinafter referred to as the beneficiaries), by the lmplementing
Agency as per the extant Scheme guidelines;

And whereas, the aforesaid Scheme invorves recurring expenditure incurred
from the Consolidated Fund of linsert name of the relevanf
starel;
Now, therefore, in pursuance of section 7 of the Aadhaar (Targeted
Derivery
of Financial and other Subsidies, Benefits and services) Act, 2016 (18
of 2016)
(hereinafter referred to as the said Act), the government
of [insert name of the
relevant statel hereby notifies the following, namely:-

1. (1)

An individual eligible for receiving the benefits under the scheme
shail
hereby be required to furnish proof of possession of the Aadhaar
number

undergo Aadhaar authentication.

(2)

or

Any individual desirous of availing benefits under the Scheme, who
does
not possess the Aadhaar number or, has not yet enroiled for
Aadhaar, shal be
required to make apprication for Aadhaar enrorment before
registering for the
Scheme provided that he is entifled to obtain Aadhaar as per
section 3 of the
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said Act, and such individuals shall visit any Aadhaar enrolment centre (rist
available at the Unique rdentification Authority of rndia (urDAr) website
www uidai gov in) to get enrolled for Aadhaar.

(3)

As per regulation 12 of the Aadhaar (Enrorment and Update) Regurations,
20 16, the Department through its rmprementing Agency, is required
to offer
Aadhaar enrolment facilities for the beneficiaries who are not yet enrolled for
Aadhaar and in case there is no Aadhaar enrolment centre located in the
respective Block or Taluka or Tehsil, the Department through its lmplementing
Agency shall provide Aadhaar enrolment facilitres at convenient locations rn
coordination with the existing Registrars of UIDAI or by becoming a UIDAI
Registrar themselves:
Provided that till the time Aadhaar is assigned to the individual, benefits
under the scheme shail be given to such individual, subject to the production
of
the following documents, namely :_

(a) if he has enrolled, his Aadhaar Enrolment ldentification slip; and
(b) any one of the following documents, namely ._

(i)

Bank or Post office passbook with photo; or

(ii)

Permanent Account Number (pAN) Card; or

(jii) Passport; or

(iv) Ratron Card; or
(v) Voter ldentity Card; or
(vi) MGNREGA card, or
(vii) Kisan Photo passbook, or
(viii) Driving ricense issued by the Licensing Authority under the Motor
Vehictes Act, 1988 (S9 of 19BB); or

(ix) certificate of identity having photo of such person issued by

a

Gazetted Officer or a Tehsildar on an official letter head; or
(x) any other document as specified by the Department

Provided further that the above documents may be checked by an officer
specifically designated by the Department for that purpose.

2

ln

order to provide benefits to the beneficiaries under the scheme
conveniently, the Department through its lmplementing Agency shall make
all the
required arrangements to ensure that wide publicity through the media shall be given
to the beneficiaries to make them aware of the said requrrement.
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3

ln all cases, where Aadhaar authentication fairs due to poor
biometrics of the
beneficiaries or due to any other reason, the folowing
remediar mechanisms shail be

adopted, namely:-

(a) in case of poor fingerprint quality, iris scan or face
authentication facility
shail be adopted for authentication, thereby the Department through
its
lmplementing Agency shafl make provisions for iris scanners
or face
authentication arong with finger-print authentication for derivery
of benefits in
seamless manner;

(b) in case the biometric authentication through fingerprints
or iris scan or face
authentication is not successfur, wherever feasibre and admissibre
authentication by Aadhaar one Time password or Time_based
one_Time
(c)

4.

Password with rimited time varidity, as the case may be,
shail be offered;
in arl other cases where biometric or Aadhaar one Time password
or Time_
based one-Time password authentication is not possibre,
benefits under
the Scheme may be given on the basis of physicar Aadhaar
retter whose
authenticity can be verified through the euick Response (eR)
code printed
on the Aadhaar letter and the necessary arrangement of
eR code reader
shail be provided at the convenient rocations by the Department
through its
lmplementing Agency.

ln addition to the above, in order to ensure that no bona
fide beneficiary under

the scheme is deprived of his due benefits, the Department
through

its
lmplementing Agency shall follow the exception handring
mechanism as ouflined in
the office Memorandum of DBT Mission, cabinet secretariat,
Government of lndia
dated 19th December 2017.

5.

This notification shail come into effect from the date of its publication
in the

Official Gazette.

linsert designation of appropriate officiar of the rerevant state government
who
is adequately empoweredior this purposel
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Annex-2: Sample Template of Aadhaar Section 7 Notification for the State
Schemes where beneficiaries are children

fIO BE PUBLISHED

lN THE linsert name of relevant

gazettell

Government oi linsert name of appropriate state governmenq
linsert name of relevant Department of the state governmentl

NOTIFICATION

linsert name of relevant cityl,

lhe

------------, 2019

S,O............(E)._ Whereas, the use of Aadhaar as an identity document for
delivery of services or benefits or subsidies simplifies the Government delivery
processes, brings in transparency and efficiency, and enables beneficiaries to get
their entitlements directly in a convenient and seamless manner by obviating the
need to produce multiple documents to prove one's identity;

And whereas, the [rnsert name of relevant department] (hereinafter
referred fo as fre Department), is administering the [rnsert name of relevant
schemel (hereinafter refened to as the Scheme) to [rnserf description of the
scl,ernel , which is being implemented through the [rnser( name of implementing
agency at the state level (hereinafter referred to as the lmplementing Agency);

And whereas, under the Scheme, linsert description of the benefiff
(hereinafter referred to as the benefit) is given to the [rnserf description of the
beneficiariesl (hereinafter referred to as the beneficiaries), by the lmplementing
Agency as per the extant Scheme guidelines;

And whereas, the aforesaid Scheme involves recurring expenditure incurred
from the Consolidated Fund of linsert name of the relevanf statel;
Now, therefore, in pursuance of section 7 of the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery
of Financial and Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016 (18 of 2016)
(hereinafter refened to as fhe said Act), the government of [rnser( name of the

relevant statel hereby notifies the following, namely:-

1

(1) A child desirous of availing the benefit under the Scheme shall hereby be
required to furnish proof of possession of the Aadhaar number or undergo
Aadhaar authentication.

(2) Any child desirous of availing the benefit under the Scheme, who does not
possess the Aadhaar number or, has not yet enrolled for Aadhaar, shall be
required to make application for Aadhaar enrolment subject to the consent of his
parents or guardians, before registering for the Scheme provided that he is
entitled to obtain Aadhaar as per section 3 of the said Act and such children
shall visit any Aadhaar enrolment centre (list available at the Unique
ldentification Authority of lndia (UlDAl) website www.uidai.qov.in) to get enrolled
for Aadhaar.
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(3) As per reguration 12 0f the Aadhaar

(Enrorment and update) Regurations,
2016, the Department through its rmprementing Agency, is requireJ
to offer
Aadhaar enrorment facrrities for the beneficiaries who are not yet
enroled for
Aadhaar and in case there is no Aadhaar enrorment centre
rocated in the
respective Brock or Taruka or Tehsil, the Department
through its rmprementing
Agency shall provide Aadhaar enrorment facirities at convenient rocations
in
coordination with the existing Registrars of UrDAr or
by becomrng a UrDAr
Regrstrar themselves.

Provided that tiil the time Aadhaar is assigned to the chird,
the benefit
under the scheme shail be given to such chirdren subject
to production of the
following documents, namely. -

(a)

(i) if the chird has been enroiled after attaining the age of frve years
(with biometrics coilection), his Aadhaar Enrorment
rdentification srip,

or

(b)
(r)

of bio-metric update identtfication slip, and

any one of the following documents, narnely:Brrth certificate; or Record of birth issued by the appropriate
authority;

or

(ii)

Schoor identity card, dury signed by the principar of the schoor,

containing parents, names; and

(c)

any one of the foilowing documenls as proof of rerationship of
the

beneficiary with the parent or regar guardran as per the extant
Scheme
guidelrnes, namely:_

(i)

Birth certificate; or Record of birth issued by the appropriate authority;
or

(ii) Ration Card, or
(iii) Ex-Servicemen Contributory Health Scheme (ECHS)
Card; or
Employees, State lnsurance Corporation (ESIC) Card; or
Central
Government Health Scheme (CGHS) Card; or
Pension Card; or

(iv)
(v) Army Canteen Card; or
(vi) any Government Family

Entitlement Card; or

(vii) any other document as specified by the Department:
Provided further that the above documents shal be checked
by an officer
specifrcally designated by the Department for that purpose

2.

ln

order

to

provide

benefits to the beneficiaries under the Scheme
convenienfly, the Department through its rmprementi.g Agency
shafl make aI the
required arrangements to ensure that wide pubricity
through media shail be given to
the beneficiaries to make them aware of the said requirement
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3.

ln all cases, where Aadhaar authentication fails due to poor biometrics of the
beneficiaries or due to any other reason, the following remedial mechanisms
shall be

adopted, namely:-

(a) in case of poor fingerprint quality, iris scan or face authentication facility shall
be adopted for authentication, thereby the Department through its lmplementing
Agency shall make provisions for iris scanners or face authentication along with
finger-print authentication for derivery of benefits in seamress manner;

(b) in case the biometric authentication through fingerprints or iris scan or face
authentication is not successful, wherever feasible and admissible
authentication by Aadhaar one Time password or Time-based one-Time
Password with limited time validity, as the case may be, shall be offered;

(c) in all other cases where biometric or Aadhaar one Time password (orp) or
Time-based one-Time password authentication is not possible, benefits
under the scheme may be given on the basis of physical Aadhaar letter whose
authentrcity can be verified through the euick Response (eR) code printed on
the Aadhaar lefler and the necessary arrangement of eR code reader shall be

provided

at the

convenient locations

by the

Department through its

lmplementing Agency.

4.

Notwithstanding anything contained herein above, no child shall be denied
benefit under the Scheme in case of failure to establish his identity by undergoing
authentication, or furnishing proof of possession of Aadhaar number, or in the case
of a child to whom no Aadhaar number has been assigned, producing an application
for enrolment. The benefit shall be given to him by verifying his identity on the basis
of other documents as mentioned in clauses (b) and (c) of the proviso of subparagraph (3) of paragraph 1, and where benefit is given on the basis
of such other
documents, a separate register shall be maintained to record the same, which shall
be reviewed and audited periodically by the Department through its lmplementing
Agency.

5.

This notification shall come into effect from the date of its publication in the

Official Gazette.

......

(Name:.....
)
designation
of appropriate official of the relevant state govenment who
linsert
is adequately empowered for this purposel
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No. D-2601 1 / 04/ z0t7 -Dts"r'
Government of Incra
Cabinet Secreiariat
(DBT'Mission)
Dated: 19e December 2017

Office Memorandum

Subjech Use

of .A'adhaar
Regarding.

in

Benefit schemes

of

Government

-

Exception Handring

-

Aadhaar based DBT is a significa:rt governance reform
in enslue gieater trarspare,cy a,rl
accountal''i.litv i. public service derivery ihrough
e-ffective use of technorogy. Audl*-..s
-.,
identitv proof obr.iates the need for prre31.1o, *lJtiple
documents for proving one,s rdentity,
thereb,r' sirnph!'i.g procedures and erinrinating
fal.:e/ ghost t.,"r.,ii.i*r"l througrr deduplication.

2'

GoveIr:Ient is sensiiive to the fact that the Aadhaar cnrorment piocess
has not
been completed and i:-rfrastructure constraints may
pose difficultv ir-r online autlrentication. To
ensure that bona tide beneficiaries are not depriveJ
of their due bencfits, sufficie:rt provisior.Ls
have been made in the Aadhaar Act, 2016. LrrDAl has
also issucd regulatiors io han,fle
exceptiors, ers":ring that no beneficiarv is denied benefits
for rr'ant oJ aadhaar, vi,je circu lar
dated.2'ls october, z0r7 (copy encr.osed. jor ready refu.rence).
In accordance *,ith the guidelines
issued by UIDAI from tlnie to iime, the follorring
may be considereri:
Hor'r'ever,

A. For extending benefits to beneficiaries rtho do not possess
Aadhaar, the following
mecharrism may be adopted:

i.
ii

iii.

The beneficiary sha-1l be provided sursidy, benefit or sen-ice based
on alterna:e
idcntiiication document as notijied rr the reler.'a,t noiiJicatic.rns
issued under the

proYisions o{ Section 7 of the Aaihaar Act, 20lti.
Eifors should be macie to ensure that all such beneficiaries are facilitated
{or eruol:nent
under Aadhaar. The concerned Dcparrnent through its
Imprementing Agencies may otfer
Aadhaar enrolment facilities for such l:cneficiaries at convenient
locatiors through centres
in the respecii'e BlockT Taluka/ Tchsil (includ:ag through post Offices, e;o,
tCnS
Centres etc).
As per regdatior-L 12 of Aadhaar (Er,roL:eent arrd Update) Regulations,
2016. the State
Government/ Implgir.nlin, Agencies should also mal<e special
arangements for bed
riddery differentlv-abled, or senior citizens, rrho are unable to visit
the registration
cenke(s), to get them eniolled {or Aadhaar.

:v Till such time Aadhaar is assig,ed to a beneficia_ry, a separate register, prcfe:ably

electonic, shall be manta-iled for recr.lriling such transactiors, r.r,hener,er
the benefician is
provided benefits/ services on Lhe basis erf a-rternatile identiJication
do.l,^"rltr. ihi,
register may be periodically revie.rnrerl a:rd audited.

B' ln all such

cases where Aadhaar authentication fairs,

adopted:
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the folowing mechanism may be

i.
ii.
i-ii.

Departments and Ball< Branches may make orovisions for IRIS scanners along with
iingerprint scanners, n herever feasible.
In cases of fai-lure due to lack oi conncctiviil,, oft]ine authentication svstem such as
QR
code based coupons, \fobi1e based OTp or TOTp may be explored.
ln all cases rvhere orLlinc authcntication is not feasible, the benefit/ serr,'ice may be
provided on the basis of possession of.Aadhaar, aJter duly recordilg the traruactiol i1
register, to be revier.ed and audited periodica_ll,v.

3.

Lr view of alrove, DBTimplementing vlinistries/ Departnents and state Governments a::e
requested to implement proper excepri-ion handling mechanism in corLtonrritl rith the Aaclhaar

Aci 2016 and subsequent regulations a-nd guidelines issued from time to time. A robust
mechanism for ensu:riag their compliarce a:rd its neriodic monitori:rg may also be put in place.

EnclSqgg.

aiabq"€
(Arun Sharma)
Director (DBT)
Tel

-

(011) 23343860 ExE 318

To:

2.

Miniskiesrl Depattrnents of Government of India
Chief Secretaries of a-11 States/ Administratr_-,rs of all UTs

J.

CEO, T]TDAI

1.

Secretaries to all

Copy to:

1.
2.

Coordinators, DBT CeIIs in all Mrnistries / Depaltnents
Coordinators, DBT Ce1ls in all States / UTs.

NOO:

1.
2

AS (TB), PMO
SCJ

to CS

/

Sr. PPS to

Addl. Secerarv (Ccordinaiion)
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/

lS (AG)

/

lS (DBT)

!flo 38fi {{Ur cig,

ffi
@

qI.c.Q.

sqrrffiqffi

AFy Bhushan Pandey, IAS
Chisf Exeative Oficar
Dr.

air,*i

qr{d lr{iF,

t

Govemment of India

qr.fiq ERIE qrqr{ x&-o-rsr
Unique ldentmcation Authority of lndia (UtDAt)

frFt

nfud, etfi u. *q-i

qffi qri.

6-{z qdq r$ ffdfr-lloool

'.ai0-d

3rd Floor, Tower tr, Jeevan Bharati Building,

Comaught Circus, New Delhi- I I 000 I

No. 2301 l/Ged20 I 4/Legal-UIDAI

24th October, 2017

Circular
Subject: fr_c,9p11111,handling in Public Distrjbltqg1,Sl1r1pq! {ld_Slb9r_U9_lth1gjgbglnqs
Section 7 of the Aadhaar ('Iartscted Delivery, ot'Financial and Othqr Subsidies, Benelits and
Services) Act. 201 6 proyides that:

"The Central Covernment or. as the case ma), be. the State Government nra1,, Ibr the
of a subsid1., benefir or
service for which the expenditure is incurred from. or the receipt thcrcliom forms part of, the
Consolidated Fund of India, require that such individual undergo authentication. or t'urnish proof of
possession of Aadhaar number or in the case ofan individual to tvhom no Aadhaar number has
purpose of esmblishing identity of an individual as a condition lor receipr

bcen assigned. such individual makes an application fbr enrolment:

Provided that if an Aarihaar nunrber is not assignqd to an individual. the indiridual shall bs
ol'trcd altcrnatc and viablc ntcans,.rt idcntillcation fbr tlclivrrr ol thc subsidr. bcncllt or scrricc."

l.

\'arious !l

rt;quire .\adhaar

i

in istriesr

l)cpannlcn ts ha\c issucd notillcatitxt under Section 7 of Aadhaar Act to
ofvtrious bqnefits. subsidies or service lbr

,,\adhaar authentication for delivery

lvhich the e\penditure is incurred tiom. or the receipt theref'rom tbrms pan ol'the Consolidated
Fund ol'lndia.

J.

lt has come to notice lhat sonre beneticiaries arc being dcnicd thc benefit, subsidv or service
tbr virious reasons such as no1 having Aadhaar: f'ailure of aurhentication; and other extraneous
circumstances like electricity outage. internet connectivitr issucs etc despite above provisions of
Aadhaar Act and other adequate mechanisms to handle such exceptions alreadv provided in the
Regulations and notit.ications issued under Section 7.

,1. I'hcrelirre. the fbllouing cxception Irandling rnechanisnr and back-up identity aLrthcntication
rncchani:urs nrar be lbllo*ed fbr inrplcnrcntation to en5urc sc.rnrlcss dclirery ol'subsidy. bencfit or
serr ice 1o hcncliciaq
r. lill the timc Aadha:rr is assigned to a beneticiary. heishe shall be provided subsidy.
bcnclit or service bascd on irllcrnate identillcation docu$enl as notitred by the
\'l inistr)'Dcpa(nrent in the rele,,ant notitjcation issued under the prorision of Section 7
ot thc Aadhaar Acl.20l6. Thr- notifications illstr gire pouers Io hoth Cenlral Vinisrry
and State Covernnrents (as thc case nra) bc) ttr add rnLrre alternatc documents depending
on local conditions.
:

Te|..23752675
Websitel
(,6

Fat .23752679
emaill

,',hN'.
AADHAAR

ttl

Ec EFr .i rtr
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orME,

t0 qrqn

r

- 2b.

I
I

ln case of lailure of Biometric authentication due to net*orlvconnectiyity issue 0r due
to poor biometric of resideat etc, he/she shall be provided subsidy, benefit or service
based on possession of Aadhaar by himi'her as provided in Section 7 of thc Aadhaar Act,
2016 and the notification.

In case of a lamill' based scheme, such as PDS. an option shall be provided that any
member of the family can authenticate and receive the beneflt. as notilled b) the
Ministry/Department in rhe rclevant notification issued under the provision of Section 7
of the Aadhaar Act. 2016. This flexibilit! should lx used fbr ensuring delivery ol'
benellt in case hiometric authentication tbr a member rsenior) fails.

lhc Stat!' Go\ernment-<i'lnlplementing agencl should also rnake sF,ecial arangenrcnls
tbr bcd ridden senior rssidents to get th€m rerified/ authenticated inclLrding bui not
linriled to sending a village level workcr [o their honte lbr this purpose.
All such exception handling shall be recorded in rhe srsteln and steps be taken to avoid
an1 misuse of the exception. I'he fronl end serrice provider shallalso rnaintain rccord of
exception such as copy of Aadhaar letter. signature,/thumbprint olthe beneticiary and
other supporting documents as notified by the M inistn rDepanment.

l'he Ministry/Department shall devise and implement mechanism for audit

and

inspection of such cxceptions.

5.

lhc Ministrie si De panment are .equested to issre appropriate directions ro the Stale
(icrvcrnr:rcn(s lmplenrcnting agcncics lor thc ahorc s\ccption handling rnechanism and alstr
rnulitor thr: sanrr

ol

periodical

Lrasrs.

w**A

(Dr. Ajal Bhushan Pandel

t

Chief Executive OtUcer

To

All Ministricsr'Depanmenr
,\ll State Golernments
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